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ABSTRACT
Faahrudin Sakroni. 2019. An Error Analysis of English Pronunciation Made by
Second Semester Students of English Educational Department of IAIN Surakarta in
the Academic Year 2017/2018. Thesis. English Education Department, Culture and
Language Faculty. IAIN Surakarta. Advisor: Umi Pujiyanti S.S., M. Hum.
Keywords: Error Analysis, English Pronunciation, English Vowel
The objectives of this research are: (1) to identify errors in pronouncing
English vowels of the second semester students of English Education Department
of Culture and Language Faculty State Islamic Institute of Surakarta in the
Academic year 2017/2018; (2) to classification the errors based on the types in
pronouncing English vowels of the second semester students of English Education
Department of Culture and Language Faculty State Islamic Institute of Surakarta in
the academic year 2017/2018.
The researcher used descriptive qualitative method in this research. This
researcher is carried out on the second semester students of English Education
Department of State Islamic Institute of Surakarta in the academic year 2017/2018.
There are 24 students as the participant. The data obtained by conducting a
presentation test in the speaking class. The data is analyzed by using error analysis
procedure, identifying the error and describing the error.
The researcher found many errors in English pronunciation. However the
researcher only took the kind of English vowels. The percentage number of errors
vowel are as follow: /ɪ/ 21.5%; /ʌ/ 5.6%; /e/ 1.2%; /ɒ/ 2.9%; /ӕ/ 0.3%; /ə/ 16.2%;
6.4%; /ɑ:/ 2.6%; /i:/ 5.4%; /ɔ:/ 3.9%; /ɜ:/ 1.2%; /u:/ 3.4%; /eɪ/ 6.5%; /aɪ/ 0.8%; /əʊ/
13.9%; /aʊ/ 1.0%; /ɪə/ 1.6%; /ɔɪ/ 0.7%; /εə/ 1.2%; /ʊə/ 1.5%; /eɪə/ 0.8%; /aʊə/ 0.8%;
/aɪə/ 0.2%; and /ɔɪə/ 0.2%. The result of this research showed that there are three
types of pronunciation error. They are substitution, insertion, and omission. The
substitution cases separate into four types; they are intralingual, interlingual,
crosslingual, and miscellaneous substitution.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. The Background of The Study
As English Education Department students, the goals are to master and teach
English. The students are enabled to learn the science of English to master all
language skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing) and its teaching learning
process. Being proficient in English as well as professional in teaching is a
necessary, many factors has affect it. Several different linguistic factors such as
pronunciation, grammar, lexis, idiom, function, and discourse should become the
students’ aim and the teachers’ task. Since the latest Indonesian curriculum for
English lesson in middle school focused on language as communication, the
students of English Education Department aimed to be a teacher should have the
competence to communicate or to talk intelligibly to the others which implies that
they should master all aspects of language (Syafei, 1988:1).
In relation to communication, it is a two ways process. There are the ability
to use language to express ourselves to others, and conversely, and need to
understand what they are communicating to us (Finch, 2003:35). One of the most
important parts that should be concern in communication by using foreign language
is pronunciation. When people communicate, production of sounds (pronunciation)
has important part besides grammatical features. Pronunciation is very important to
avoid misunderstandings when people are communicating. It is considered as a
requirement for the development of speaking (Celce-Murcia and Goodwin in
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Budiasih, 2013:1). However, there are many problems that occur in teaching
speaking.
There are four components of speaking skill concerned with grammar,
vocabulary, pronunciation and fluency. It is the primary medium through which we
bring our use of language to the attention of other people (Pennington, 1996:2). It
is also a primary medium for communication of information about us as individuals
and as representatives of different groups (Pennington, 1996:2). Disorders that
often faced by the students in teaching English process. First, the students who feel
bored with the teaching speaking process make them difficult to say words and to
remember during speaking class. Second, the teacher still uses the traditional
technique. Third, the students rarely practice English language to communicate in
the class and outside of the class. It makes the students feel really clumsy to speak
English in their daily activities. These the challenges for the English teacher to
create an interesting activity in order to improve the students’ speaking skill.
However, the point is how the students produce sounds appropriately.
Therefore, it should be formulated that pronunciations teacher have to grind the
theoretical knowledge, to manage the classroom in practice, and having a good idea
of classroom activity. English is quite difficult for Indonesian, no exception
students of English Education Department of IAIN Surakarta. In some cases the
difficulties are due to the fact that irregular spelling of the language offers poor
guidance to its pronunciation (Syafei, 1988:1). The letters of a word in English had
not represent on its sound and it is not always easy for learners whatever L1 to see
how a written English word should be pronounced, or how a word they have only
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heard should be written. In the other hand, Kelly (2001:122) states that in English
the relationship between spelling and the pronunciation is more complex, however
the English spelling is not as it seems. From the surveys of the system have shown
that 80% of English words are spelled according regular patterns, and that there are
fewer than 500 words (out of estimated total of over half a million words) whose
spelling can be considered completely irregular.
The source of pronunciation difficulty is due to English as the second
language perhaps the third language of the students of English Education
Department of IAIN Surakarta. In fact, the students of English Education
Department are mostly Javanese and typically had Java as mother tongue while
Bahasa Indonesia as either second or first language. This multi-lingual background
means that the participants had more than just their first language sounds as their
clearance as they came to learning English (Mathew, 1997:9).  Others source which
have contribution of error include overgeneralization, ignorance of rule restriction
and incomplete application of rule (Richards, 1973:5). The students are less
awareness in learning English, which is bring false understanding. For instance, in
pronunciation of book /bʊk/, foot /fʊt/ food /fu:d/ and boot /bu:t/, they may
pronounce /bʊk/ for book, /fʊt/ for foot, /fʊd/ for food, and /bʊt/ for boot. They may
not pay attention to the length of the vowel.
Furthermore, in a classroom context the teacher or textbook can lead the
learner faulty hypotheses about the language (Brown, 2007:266). The fact, in junior
and high school almost there is no material for pronunciation. Commonly, the
material emphasizes on structure, reading and writing. It makes students lack of
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knowledge in how to pronounce English words. The teacher is another source which
brings erroneous in pronunciation of the students. Students often make errors
because of misleading pronunciation from the teacher, for example, the word
listening /’lis(ә)niŋ/ commonly pronounce as /’list(ә)niŋ/.
In the other countries, there are similar cases about the difficulties of English
pronunciation. For instance in Spanish, the Spanish speaker find the distinction
between the similar sounds in “cat” and “cut” difficult to notice and produce. The
unstressed schwa “er” sound in “computer” does not exist in Spanish, and neither
do the closest long sounds in “fur” and “her”. Spanish words never start with an “s”
sound, and words which are similar to English tend to have an initial “es” sound
instead, as in escuela/school. He similar case in Chinese, English has more vowel
sounds than Chinese, resulting in the faulty pronunciation of words like ship/sheep,
it/eat, full/fool. Diphthongs such as in weigh, now or deer are often shortened to a
single sound. Chinese learners find it difficult to hear the difference between I and
r, and so may mispronounce rake and rice as lake and lice. Southern Chinese
speakers have a similar difficulty in distinguishing I and n.
There is essentially a one-to-one relationship between spelling and
pronunciation in Bahasa Indonesia. The sound of the letter almost similar and tends
to be easy to learn. Bahasa Indonesia is lingua franca which has quite easy feature
on its language system (Steinhauer, 2000:175). While in English the 44 different
sounds of spelling English are 21 consonant letters make 24 sounds and 5 vowel
letters make 20 sounds. It is clear that the vowels will be the most likely cause of
pronunciation or spelling difficulties for learners of English (Kelly, 2000:123).
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The researcher chooses English Department of IAIN Surakarta students
because the researcher is interested in conducting a research about an error analysis
in pronunciation of English of the English Education students in order to increase
English pronunciation ability. The students of English Education Department of
IAIN Surakarta, particularly second semester are still lack of knowledge in the
science of pronunciation. Pronunciation should be mastered by English Department
students, but in fact the students still make many mistakes in pronouncing English
word frequently. So, the researcher tries to analyze those errors and the causes. The
result of the analysis is expected to help students reduce their errors in
pronunciation. Besides, teachers can measure how far their goal has been achieved.
Hopefully, the result of this study can be used as reflection and evaluation for
English Educational Students.
Based on the consideration above and pre-observation by researcher, the
researcher carries out a research on “An Error Analysis of English Pronunciation
Made by Second Semester Students of English Educational Department of
IAIN Surakarta in the Academic Year 2017/2018”
B. Identification of The Problem
Based on the background above there are many problems that arise and they
can be identified as follows:
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1. Do the students get any difficulties in speaking English?
2. Why do students make error?
3. What are the causes of errors?
4. What are the types of errors made by students?
5. What is the highest error that made by the students?
6. How is the percentage of errors made by students?
7. How does teacher solve this problem?
C. Limitation of The Problem
The limitations are stated as the following:
1. The researcher chooses one part of the spoken English, that is pronunciation.
2. The researcher focuses on the students of Speaking class, precisely 2C class
of the second semester of English department of IAIN Surakarta Academic
Year 2017/2018.
3. The analysis of this study is limited to the analysis of the students’ errors in
the pronunciation of English vowel.
D. Statement of The Problem
On this research the problem statements are formulated by the researcher into
three points, they are:
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1. Which sounds are being the errors in pronouncing of English vowels that
produced by the second semester students of English Education Department
of IAIN Surakarta Academic year 2017/2018?
2. What types of errors do the students make in pronunciation of English vowel
of the second semester students of English Education Department of IAIN
Surakarta Academic year 2076/2018?
E. Objectives of The Study
The objectives of the study are:
1. To identify errors in pronouncing English vowels made by the second
semester students of English Education Department of IAIN Surakarta.
2. To describes the kind of pronunciation errors made by the second semester
students of English Education Department of IAIN Surakarta.
F. Benefit of The Study
In this study there are several benefits, by analyzing the students’ errors in
pronouncing spoke English text, the researcher will be able to know the description
of the students’ competence in applying English speaking. The benefits of the
research are as follows:
1. Theoretical Benefit
The result of this research can give a description about the error occur
and error causes in pronunciation of English vowel of second semester
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student in English Education Department of Islamic Education and Teacher
Training Faculty in State Islamic Institute of Surakarta in the academic year
2017/108.
2. Practical Benefit
Practical benefits of this research:
a. For the students:
1) It can be used as an additional reference to improve their
pronunciation.
2) The students may know their errors in pronouncing some
English words. It is also useful for students to avoid creating
some errors.
b. For the English teachers:
1) It can be used as an additional reference to design the teacher’s
teaching technique.
2) The teacher can anticipate specific problems when teaching how
to pronounce English correctly.
c. For school:
1) After the research, it helps in expected to motivate the school in
developing students’ self-efficacy in speaking.
2) It can be additional reference for the English teaching in
Indonesian school in order to be better.
d. For the other researchers:
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It can be a previous study for the researcher who analysis about
pronunciation.
G. Definition of Key Terms
1. Error Analysis
Error analysis is a technique for identifying, classifying and
systematically interpreting the unacceptable forms produce by someone
learning a foreign language, using any of the principles and procedures
provided by linguistics (Crystal, 1985).
2. Pronunciation
Pronunciation is the production of significant sound in two senses.
First,sound is significant because it is used as part of a code of a particular
language. Second, it is used to achieve meaning in contexts of use. (Dalton
and Seidlhofer, 1994:3).
3. English Vowel
Generally, English speakers use both of monopthongs (/i:/, /ɪ/, /ʊ/, /u:/,
/e/, /ә/, /ɜ:/, /ↄ:/, /æ/, /ʌ/, /ɑ:/, /ɒ/) and diphthongs (/ɪә/, /ʊә/, /ɛә/, /eɪ/, /ↄɪ/,
/aɪ/, /әʊ/, /aʊ/) and triphthongs (/eɪә/, /aɪә/, /ↄɪә/, /әʊә/, /aʊә/) (Crystal,
2003:137-241)
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED THEORIES
A. Error Analysis
1. Definition of Error Analysis
In teaching learning any languages, learners will always make hypotheses
about the language rules and then they practice or use them in actual language
performance. The rules that they use are correct if the forms they produce are
acceptable in the target language and on the other hand they should correct the
forms if they are unacceptable whether in their speech or in their writing. They
find difficulties in learning the target language since its rules are different from
those or their mother tongue. Those errors happen because there are influences
of the rules of their mother tongue on those of the target language. In order to
make it easier for the learners to study the target language, the study of the errors
is commonly called error analysis. This error analysis should be made since
errors in a language learning and teaching process are unavoidable.
Brown (2000:218) states that the fact that learners make errors and that these
errors can be observed, analyzed and classified to reveal something of the system
operating within the learner, led to a surge of study of learners called error
analysis. Corder (1981) explains that error analysis has two functions that are
divided as theoretical aspect and practical aspect. The theoretical aspect consists
of the methodology of investigating the language learning process. Meanwhile,
the practical aspect is talking about its function in guiding the remedial action.
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In error analysis, the language that learner produces is compared with the
target language and the errors analyzed. Ellis (1994:48-67), discussing
theoretical of error analysis as part of applied linguistics, described Corder’s five
steps of error analysis: collecting of a sample of learner language; identification
of errors, description of error; explanation of error; and evaluating error. While
Brown (2007:260-263) suggests two steps in the process of error analysis, they
are the identification and the description error. In carrying out the task of
performance analysis, the researchers are called upon to conclude order and logic
in this unstable and variable system.
2. The Uses of Error Analysis
Error analysis indicates the significance of learners’ error. Corder in Brown
(1997:217) notes; “A learners’ errors are significant in that they provide to
researcher evidence of how language is learned or acquired, what strategies or
procedures the learner is employing in the discovery of the language.”
Meanwhile, Brawn in AMEP Research Center (2006), states error analysis as
“the process of determining the incidence, nature, causes and consequences of
unsuccessful language”.
It means that error analysis can be used to find the students weaknesses of
using language system. It is also useful for teacher to create an effective ways to
overcome those weaknesses. It can be said that, error analysis is required for the
teacher to evaluate themselves whether they are successful or not in teaching.
For the learners, error analysis is needed to show them in what aspects are
difficult for them in order to they care able to correct it.
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3. The Differences Between Error and Mistake
a. Definition of Error
Error sometimes viewed as a failure, although errors are always be made
by the learners, it does not mean that errors is a bad thing. In fact, error is
the important part of learning process because it can be a signal that learning
is taking place (Broughton et al, 2003). In error analysis, it is essential to
understand the distinction between error and mistake (Brown, 2007:257-
259). Error is a term referring to a performance that takes place when the
deviation arises as a result of lack of knowledge (Brown, 2007:258). The
error can be identified by comparing original utterance with reconstruction
utterance that is correct sentences having the meaning intended by the
learner.
Meanwhile, Ellis (1997) states that errors reflect gaps in a learner’s
knowledge; they occur because the learner does not know what is correct. It
means that the learners do not realize that they make errors. Although they
know it, they are not able to correct it. The appearance of such errors can be
detected. It means that the errors arise because each learner has different
motivation, social background and intelligence. It has a relationship with
the learner’s language competence. In learning a second language, some
errors appear because the learners have not yet understood the grammar of
the target language. It can be concluded that errors refers to the failure to
use the system correctly caused by the lack of the learners’ competence and
there is no awareness of the students.
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b. Definition of Mistake
Ellis (1997:170) states “mistake reflect accessional lapses in
performance, they occur because in a particular instance, the learner is
unable to perform what he or she knows”. According to Ellis, error occurs
when the students are not realized of making errors and even they know it,
they can not to correct it, on the other hand, mistake occurs when the
students are able to correct it when they make errors (Ellis, 1997:17). Brown
(2000:217) states that “mistakes refers to a performance error that is either
random or a slip of the tongue, in that is failure to utilize a known system
correctly”. It can be said that mistake is unintentionally errors that is caused
by students’ performance factors.
Dullay et al (1982) have the same perception about definition of
mistake. He said that mistake is performance slip caused by fatigue and
inattention, and it can be readily self-corrected. The explanaion above, it can
be conclude that mistake is performance error that the learner is normally
capable of recognizing and correcting.
B. Source of Errors
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The final step in the analysis is determining the source of error. According to
Brown (2007:263-266) there are four major sources of learners’ errors; they are
interlingual transfer, intralingual transfer, context learning, and communication
strategies.
1. Interlingual Transfer
According to Brown (2000:263) the beginning stages of learning a
second language are characterized by a good deal of inter lingual transfer
from the native language. Moreover, Richards (1974:5) says that inter
lingual errors are errors which are caused by interference from the native
language to the target language they learn. The errors that students made is
sometime the result of their mother tongue influence on the learning process
(Corder, 1971). It means that the errors made by language learner are
influenced by their first language. For instance, someone may say
‘unique’/jʊni:k/ as /ʊnIk/ because of his or her mother tongue. Another
example is the word ‘study’ /stʌdi/ they usually pronounce it as /studI/.
To identify the error, it can be compared to the target language
(English). Here the student directly pronounces his mother tongue into
English because he did not know the correct form of the sentence. Therefore,
this error is influenced by inter lingual transfer. The instance for the inter
lingual transfer is at pronouncing the word ‘group’ /gru:p/. Mostly,
Indonesians pronounce it as /grʊp/, due to probable spelling inference of
‘grup’ /grup/ in Bahasa Indonesia that hasn’t long vowel on its sound
system.
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2. Intralingual Transfer
It can be logically thought and understood that errors may be
categorized as either inter lingual or intra lingual errors. Intra lingual errors
reflect the general characteristics of rule learning such as fully
generalization, incomplete application of rules and failure to learn
conditions under which rules apply (Richard, 1974:6). For example, many
students may pronounce /meə/ for ‘major’ because they have a hunch that
the letter ‘J’ must be pronounce as /j/. Another example is the word
‘determine’, they usually pronounce it as /dɪtз:maɪnd/ because they think
that the word ‘mine’ here is the same with ‘mine’ /main/ as pronoun. Those
examples show the students error that is caused by intra lingual transfer.
3. Context Learning
Context learning refers to the social situation, in the case of untutored
second language learning, or the classroom with its teacher and its materials,
in the case of school learning (Brown, 2007:266). In the classroom context,
frequently a teacher or textbook can lead the learner to make errors because
of misleading explanation from the teacher of faulty presentation or drill or
words in a textbook. In social context, untutored language acquisition can
bring about certain dialect acquisition, which may become a source of error.
4. Communication Strategy
According to Brown (2007:266) communication strategy is the
conscious employment of verbal or nonverbal mechanism for the productive
communication of information. As anyone who has tried to communicate,
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learners frequently experience problem in saying what they want to say
because of their inadequate knowledge. In order to overcome these problems
they resort to various kinds of communication strategies.
C. Procedures of Error Analysis
In error analysis research, there are some procedures that are suggested by the
experts. Ellis (1997) propose five steps; collection of sample of learner’s language,
identification of errors, description of errors, explanation of errors, and evaluation
errors. The first step is identifying the error, and the second is describing the error.
It can be seen that there are some different concepts from the experts
describing the procedures of error analysis. Therefore, in this study, the researcher
took the procedures of error analysis, which are appropriate to the study. In this
study, the researcher uses the procedures of error analysis as follows:
a. Collecting the data of error
b. Identifying the data of error
c. Describing of frequency of errors
d. Explaining the error
e. Evaluating the error
D. Spoken Language
1. The Definition of Spoken Language
Spoken language is commonly defined as what a person says (“a key to live
long learning”: 2005). However, most of educational institutions, especially
Indonesia, it is concerned with written language more than spoken language. The
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teachers in Indonesia frequently teach how to master grammar or vocabulary
without optimizing communication in learned a foreign language. Whereas,
written language and spoken language should be thought order to maximize
learning English optimally. Students can not only learn the written language
because they also need a way to communicate in the target language itself. Thus,
spoken language should not be ignored in language learning process.
Brown & Yule (1997) say “Spoken language has transactional function”. It
means that spoken language is used to communicate to other people orally, in
order to send a message to someone who is speaking with by hearing.
Cahn Kit Yee (n.d) defines spoken language as:
- We could see: people taking turns, changing topic quickly, talking in a
very familiar, colloquial way.
- We could hear: false starts, lots of hesitations, incomplete sentence.
- Language is tied closely to the context.
- Physical elements could be part of the context.
E. Pronunciation
1. Definition of Pronunciation
According to Kristina et al (2006:1) “Pronunciation is the act or manner of
pronouncing words; utterance of speech”. In other words, it can be said that it is
a way to speak in order to be understood by others. If people do not learn about
pronunciation, it is almost certain that he or she will be failed in their
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communication. Therefore, the study of pronunciation is crucial to be understood
for making a continuous communication because pronunciation is an essential
ingredient of oral (Chatherine et al, 2001).
It can be concluded that pronunciation is a way to produce a word sound so
that it can be accepted and generally understood that pronunciation includes
attention to the particular sounds of a language (segmental aspects) of speech
beyond the level of the individual sound, such as stress, linking, assimilation, etc
(Suprasegmental aspects) that are closely related to the way we speak a language.
2. Types of Pronunciation
According to Jones (1956:146) there are two types of pronunciation: ‘good’
speech and ‘bad’ speech. Good speech is defined as a clearly speaking (Jones,
1956). It can be said that people’s speaking is understandable to anyone else. So,
the message is delivered quite well in communication. While, in other hand, Bad
speech is an utterance that is difficult to be understood by people and not clearly
enough to be heard (Jones, 1956:146). For example, it can occur when people
are mumbling or grumbling.
3. Classification of Pronunciation
There are two principles of classification of pronunciation that are observed
by the researcher; segmental phonemes and supra segmental phonemes. In this
study the researcher only talk about one type of pronunciation it is segmental
phonemes.
According to Kristina et al (2006:3) Segmental phoneme is defined as an
unit of the sound. While, there are two kinds of sound: vowel and consonant
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sound. So, vowel and consonant are the form of segmental phoneme. It is
supported by Kulshreshtha (2012) opinion. He said that vowels and consonants
are considered as small segments of the speech, which together form a syllable
and make the utterance. It can be concluded that segmental phoneme is a small
segment of the speech that consist of vowel and consonant sound.
1) Vowel
Vowel sound belongs to segmental phoneme which has important role in
speech sound. When people talk, definitely they produce sounds that consist of
vowel and consonant. There are several definitions of vowel by that is described
by some experts.
Kristina et al (2006:8) defines “Vowels are produced when the air stem is
voiced through the vibration of the vocal cords in the larynx, and then shaped
using the tongue and the lips to modify the overall shape of the mouth”. While
Crannell (1999:87) says “Vowels is a sound formed a free and unobstructed flow
of vibrating breath. The vowels give the sound of the word carrying power,
because of the combination of consonants and vowels itself”. Underhill (2005)
assumes the characteristic sound of a vowel depends on the shape and size of the
resonant space in the mouth. This is determined by:
- The horizontal tongue position (front-center-back)
- The vertical tongue position (high-mid-low)
- The lip position (rounded-neutral-spread)
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The number of possible vowels is very large, but the number that we actually
used in any certain language is small. In some language, e.g. Indonesia, there are
only five essential vowels. In English there are actually 25 vowel sounds in
English language. When writing in English, it is used five vowel and 21
consonant letters. When speaking English it is typically used 25 different vowel
sounds and 24 consonant sounds.
Table of Vowel Sounds
LONG VOWEL SHORT
VOWEL
DIPHTHONG TRIPHTHONG
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i: Beɑd ɪ Hit eɪ Tɑil eɪǝ Prayer
ɜ: Shirt E Left aɪ Fine aɪǝ Liar
ᴐ: Cɑll Ӕ Hat ᴐɪ Boy ᴐɪǝ Loyal
u: Food ʌ Run aʊ House aʊǝ Hour
ɑ: Far ʊ Book ɪǝ Beer ǝʊǝ lower
ɒ Dog ɜǝ Chair
ә About ә Phone
ʊǝ Cure
Table 2.1. vowel sounds
a) Classification of Vowel
According to Jones (1956) the classification of vowel is divided
based on the position of the tongue and the shape of the lips. These are
summarized in the following cardinal diagram:
Front Center Back
Close i: u:
I ʊ
Mid e ǝ ɜ: Ↄ:
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Ʌ
Open æ       a: ɒ
Figure 2.1. The cardinal vowel (CV) system
Kristina et al (2006) explain about those all of vowel space:
 ‘Close’, ‘Mid’, and ‘Open’ refer to the distance between the tongue and the
roof of the mouth.
 ‘Front’, ‘Centre’, and ‘Back’ and their corresponding ‘Vertical’ lines refer
to the part of the tongue.
 The position of each phoneme represents the height of the tongue and also
the part of the tongue which is raised.
For example:
/i:/ bead (a close front vowel) is produced when the front of the tongue is the
highest part, and is near the roof of the mouth.
/æ/ hat (an open front vowel) is produced when the front of the tongue is the
highest part, but the tongue itself is low in the mouth.
/ɒ/ dog (an open back vowel) is produced when the front of the tongue is the
highest part, but the tongue itself is low in the mouth.
/u:/ food (a close back vowel) is produced when the front of the tongue is the
highest part, and is near the roof of the mouth.
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b) Diphthongs
Diphthongs are vowels where two vowel qualities can be
perceived. From the length point of view, the diphthongs are like long
vowels, but the first part of a diphthong in English is much longer and
louder than the second. The eight diphthongs are usually grouped into
three types, depending on the tongue movement involve. The first group
ends with a glide towards the vowel in the center of the mouth, and all
called centering diphthongs. The second group is called closing
diphthongs which moves direction of a quality at the front of vowel area
which ends with a glide toward a higher position in the mouth. The last
group is the other type of closing diphthong which moves in the
direction of a quality at the back of the vowel area and thus adds some
lip rounding. Here are features of the diphthong (Crystal, 2003:241);
(1) Diphthong /eɪ/ (2) Diphthong /aɪ/ (3) Diphthong /ↄɪ/ (4) Diphthong
/әʊ/ (5) Diphthong /aʊ/ (6) Diphthong /ɪә/ (7) Diphthong /ɛә/ (8)
Diphthong /ʊә/.
c) Tripthongs
Triphthongs are a glide from one vowel to another and then third,
all produced rapidly and without interruption. Hose can be heard in
careful pronunciation (Roach, 2009:19). Those are vowels in which
three vowels qualities can be perceived. Those are formed by adding a
central glide to the closing diphthongs (/eɪ/, /ↄɪ/, /aɪ/, /әʊ/, /aʊ/, ending
with /ә/) (Crystal, 2003:239). Those are constituted a single vowel unit
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(Wells, March 21th, 2016). There are two types of triphthong. First, that
formed by the closing diphthongs ending with /ɪ/ and the second, which
formed by the closing diphthong ending with /ʊ/.
All preceding diphthong glide are falling and closing; three of them
/eɪ, aɪ, ↄɪ, әʊ, aʊ, ɪә, ɛә, ʊә/, require an extensive movement of the
tongue. All preceding diphthong followed by [ә] within the word, either
as an inseparable part of the word, for example, Noah, fire, choir, iron,
sour, our, society, hire, lower or as a suffix (morpheme) appended to
the root, for example greyer, player, slower, higher, employer, or
sometimes, as a separable elements internal in a composite form, for
example, nowadays. But those have tendency in general RP spoken
rapidly and particularly in refined RP (even spoken slowly) to omit the
second element ([ʊ] and [ɪ]), especially when [ә] is not felt as a
separable morpheme. This process is sometimes known as smoothing
(Cruttenden, 2008:145).
1) Consonant
In all vowels, there is no obstruction passing over the tongue. If it is
obstructed, it will be a consonant (Barber, 2009). There are three ways of
describing the consonant sounds; the manner of articulation, refers to the
interaction between the various articulators and the airstream; the place of
articulation, gives more information about what the various articulators
actually do; and the force of articulation, the following terms are used: fortis
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or strong and lenis or weak (Kelly, 2000:47). AMEP Fact sheets (2002:4)
explained that consonants are made by causing the blockage or partial
blockage in the mouth, and these are usually described in terms of:
 Where the sound is made in the mouth or place of articulation
 How the sound is made or the manner of articulation
The closing movement may involve the lips, the tongue, or the throat,
but in each case the overall effect is very different from the relatively open
and unimpeded articulation found in vowels (Crystal, 2003:242). Some
consonants involve the vibration of the vocal cords: these are the voiced
consonants, such as /b/ and /m/. Others have no vocal cord vibration: these
are the voiceless consonant, such as /p/ and /s/. The distinction is not
absolute: depending on where in word a consonant appears, there may be
degrees of voicing. At the end of a word, for example, a voiced consonant
typically loses a great deal of its vibration (it is devoiced). The /z/ sound at
the beginning of zoo /zu:/ is much more vibrant than the one at the end of
ooze /u:z/ (to voice this fully would produce an unnatural buzzing effect at
the end of the word).
Crystal (2003:242) said that there are two ways of articulating
consonant: closing movement of one of the vocal organs (still possible to
hear the air passing through the mouth) and complete closing movement,
giving a total blockage. Consonants can be voiced or voiceless. For
example, in /p/ and /b/ sound, they have same articulation, but has different
form. /b/ sound belongs to voiced, then /p/ is voiceless. The difference
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between those two is not absolute, it depend on the place of the word
appearance, at the end, at the middle or at the beginning of the word
(Crystal, 2003:243). According to Crystal (2003) there are 24 consonant
sounds in English accents.
Table of Consonant Sounds
B Bee m Map z Zip
D Do n Nose ʤ General
F Fat p Pen Ŋ     Hang
G Go r Red ð That
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H Hat s Sun Ɵ Thin
J Yet t Ten ʃ Ship
K Key v Vat ʒ Measure
L Led w Wet ʧ Chin
Table 2.2. The table of consonant sounds
2) Problems in Pronunciation
In general, three different kinds of problem areas can be distinguished (Heron,
et al, 2000)
1. Problem in the pronunciations of non-native sound
Problems in the pronunciation of non-native sounds occur if at the
competence level the student is aware of the proper pronunciation in the
language to learn, but at the performance level articulatory constraints cause
poor performance in the non-native language. Such mistakes would consist
in the students’ mother tongue. With similar phones in the native language,
for example interdentally fricative [Ɵ]and [ð] are realized as the homorganic
stops [t] and [d] or as the fricative [s] and [z].
2. Carry-over of pronunciation regularities from the mother tongue
A carry-over of pronunciation regularities takes place mostly at the
phonological level. A similar carry-over can be caused by the spelling-to-
sound mapping of the mother tongue.
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3. Overgeneralizations of target language regularities
Over generalization of regularities occur whenever the speaker chooses
a possible pronunciation but in an inappropriate context.
3) Types of Pronunciation Error
Beghoul (2007:173) combines two taxonomy in classifying the error, surface
strategy and comparative taxonomy. The surface strategy taxonomy is a
classification system based on the ways in which the learner’s erroneous version is
different from the presumed target version (James in Fauziati, 2000: 144). The
comparative taxonomy is classification system based on comparison between the
structure of second language errors and certain other type of construction (Dulay,
Burt, and Krashen in Fauziati, 2000:146). Below are the types of pronunciation
error.
1. Substitution
Substitution is a type of error which is characterized by the replacement
of an item (Crystal, 1985:295). A performance with the performer uses the
wrong form of pronunciation. The source could be from intralingual,
interlingual transfer, and others. Substitution of a word such as heart /hɑ:t/
is pronounced /hǝt/ or /hɜ:t/ by generalizing the spelling combination ‘ea’ in
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word such as learn /lɜ:n/ and earn /ɜ:n/. In this research reveal that there are
four substitutions classified by its cause as follow;
a. Intralingual substitution
This type of substitution is due to the difference between
English and previous language system of the participants. Lack
of knowledge is the mainly reason of the participants runs
against so many exceptions, which outweigh the rules.
b. Interlingual substitution
This cases belong to interlingual substitution which is the
substitutions consider the Indonesian or even Java. The
influence of previous language spelling system mainly affects
these substitutions. There is relationship between spelling and
articulation in previous language of the participants.
c. Crosslingual substitution
This substitution, as explained before, refers to ambiguous
errors which are not clear whether it is due to the influence of
the target language or the previous language system. In the letter
‘e’ case, in representing the pronunciation, the participants seem
to use vowel /e/, which is frequently used weather in English or
in Bahasa Indonesia.
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d. Miscellaneous substitution
The substances are miscellaneous substitutions. For
example, in representing the ‘ey’ the participants tend to
substitute /e/ instead of /i/ in word such ‘yesterday’ that
pronounced as /jestəde/ instead of /jestədɪ/. when the participants
say the word ‘follow’ /ʹfɒləʊ/ and the word ‘save’ /seɪv/ they
pronounced as /fɒlɒ:/ and /sæv/. One of the reasons is that it
might be on its articulation influences.
2. Insertion
Insertion or additional is a type of errors which are characterized by the
presence of an item, which should otherwise not appear in well-formed
utterance (Fauziati, 2000:296). In this context, one or more extra sounds are
added or inserted to a word. The source could be from intralingual,
interlingual transfer, and others, insertion vowel /ǝ/ in word such as, studied
/’stʌdɪd/ is pronounced /’stʌdɪəd/.
3. Omission
Omission is a type of errors which are characterized by the absence of
an item that must appear in well-formed utterance (Fauziati, 2000:296).
Certain sounds are not produce – entire syllable or classes of sound may be
deleted. This type of errors occurred by the affect of intralingual,
interlingual transfer, and others. Omission vowel /e/ word such as,
developed /div’loped/ is pronounced /divelǝpt/.
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4) Previous Studies
To strengthen the idea about error in spoken language especially in
pronunciation and the source, the researcher would like to present some previous
studies dealing with the analysis of error in spoken language.
The first previous study entitled “An Error Analysis of English Pronunciation
by Fifth Semester Students of English Education Program of IAIN Surakarta in the
Academic Year 2011/2012”. This researcher of the research concerns not only on
pronouncing English vowels, but also consonants and diphthongs. The result of the
research focuses on the students’ errors in pronouncing English in term of
consonants, vowels, and diphthongs, the frequency of its types of the students’
errors, and the sources of students’ errors.
In this research, the researcher concerns with students’ errors in pronouncing
English. The researcher only investigates English words that are presented in the
form of poetry. This poetry was made by Edith Nesbit. The researcher identifies the
errors by using the standard pronunciation of standard American English. It is used
by the researcher because it is more common among Indonesia people, especially
students in studies in English Department of IAIN Surakarta. It also spreads though
media electronic, such as, television, movies, etc. in this research, the researcher
focuses on the errors in consonant, vowels, and diphthongs.
The second previous study is a research entitled “Error Analysis on
Mispronunciation of Spoken Language Made by Students at the First semester of
English Department of Sebelas Maret University in the Academic Year
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2013/2014”. This research is arranged by Hidayah Rohmah. The research design is
descriptive. It is conducted at first semester students of English Education
Department of Sebelas Maret University. The research’s objective are to describe
the kind, the frequency, and the causes of errors made by students in pronunciatio9n
and to find the strategies that can be offered to solve the errors. She has done her
research and finds that the errors made by the students based on segmental and
suprasegmental phoneme.
Segmental phoneme classified into two types; error in vowel and consonant,
then suprasegmental classified into error in stress, error in linking and error in
assimilation. From her research find 894 total errors consisting of 38 or 60.18%
error in vowel, 15 or 17.34% error in consonant, 57 or 6.37% error in stress, 47 or
5.26% error in linking, and 97 or 10.85% error in assimilation. The factors causing
error are; (1) interlingual transfer and (2) interlingual transfer.
The third previous study entitled “An Error Analysis on Speaking English at
the Third Semester Students of English Department”, Nugroho Putro Hamengku
Projo, 2013. People learn English for certain purpose. Learning English means
learning language components and language skills. Grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation, and spelling are examples of language components. Meanwhile,
language skill covers listening, writing, reading, and speaking. Among the four
skills, speaking is often considered as the most difficult skill to be learned by the
students. The objectives of this research are to find out the kinds of error.
This research also analyzes the errors that made by students. The researcher
takes the population of the third semester students ofMuhammadiyah University of
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Purworejo in Academic Year 2012/2013. The researcher uses class F and G which
consist 32 students as sample. In collecting data the researcher held observation and
collects some documents. The result of the analysis shows that the kinds of errors
that made by third semester students are Inter-lingual Error is 20.5%, Erroneous
input is 27%, Inherent Difficulty 6.8%, Omission 34%, Misinformation 9%, and
Disordering 2.2%. The most error made by the students is Omission.
The researches above are conducted in the same field, that is pronunciation.
Those researches focus in exploring the erroneous on segmental feature, consonant
and vowel. Furthermore, one of the previous studies also explores the
suprasegmental feature. The difference of the researches above and this research is
that this research explore particularly English vowel. In this research, the researcher
analyzes the error of English pronunciation of the second semester students of
English Education Department of IAIN Surakarta in the Academic Year 2016/2017.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. Research Design
One of the most important things in doing research is determining the method
of the research. Related to the objective of the study for, the writer used descriptive
qualitative method. This research belongs to qualitative research because Bogdan
and Taylor (in Moleong, 2002:3) defines that qualitative research is a research
which yields the descriptive data in the form of written or oral words from observing
people and behavior. This implies that in qualitative research the data and the
meaning emerge organically from the research context. Qualitative research is a
research technique that is used to gain insight into the underlying issues surrounding
a research problem by gathering non-statistical feedback and opinions rooted in
people’s feeling, attitudes, motivations, values, and perceptions often from samples
also called soft data.
This study, therefore, just collect data, analyzes them and draws a conclusion
based on the data only, without taking general conclusion. Suharsimi Arikunto
(1998:245) states that a descriptive research, generally, is non-hypothesis research.
Qualitative method yields descriptive data that are appropriate with characteristic
of the qualitative research. As stated by Fraenkel and Wallen (2006:12), descriptive
method aims at documenting an event, situation, or circumstance. Moleong
(2002:6) states that one of the characteristics of qualitative study is descriptive the
data.
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B. The Place and Time of the Research
1. Setting of Time
This research was conducted on June 2017 to April 2019. This research is
held by doing recorded test in pronouncing English words. The researcher
comes to the class, took the data from the test of guided of the Speaking
lecturer.
2. Setting of Place
This research was conducted at second semester of English Education
Department of Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty at State
Islamic Institute of Surakarta in academic year 2017/2018. It is located in
Pandawa street, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo.
C. The Source of the Data
Data source of the qualitative research can be taken from behavior,
phenomenon, documents, archives, and others (Sutopo, 2006:58). The source of the
data in this research are the participants as informant, informant is a person who
gives information about something (Hornby, 1995:1225). This research collected
information from the participants. The researcher records the oral test that was
given by the lecturer. The recorded test performance as the main data, are provided
by the participants. The recorded test performance had been transcribed by the
researcher to simplify in data analyzed, the transcript code of all of the participants
are P01 until P24.
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The participants of this research are the students of second semester of
English Education Department of IAIN Surakarta who had did the tests. In taking
the participants, the researcher took the students as the subjects of the research
appropriate to the lecturer. All of student in this Speaking class are 32, the lecturer
separated it into 3 groups because there are 3 researchers who have research at the
same time in the class. There are 2 researchers who have same variable that is
pronunciation, so the researcher got 24 participants as the data.
D. Technique of Collecting Data
There are four techniques of collecting the data in the qualitative research
based on Sugiyono state (2013:376). They are observation, interview,
documentation, and the combinations of all / triagulation. In this research, the
researcher uses three techniques of collacting the data, such us;
1. Interview
Interview is needed as method to collecting the data if the researcher
wants to do preface study to find problems which have to research for, but also
if the research wants to know some of deeper information from the respondent.
Sugiyono (2013:384) explained, interview is the meeting of two people or more
to share information andideas by dialog, so it is able to construct meaning in
several topic.
Then, Eterberg in Sugiyono (2013:386) divides interview in three, they
are structured interview, semi-structured, and unstructured. In this research, the
researcher use structured interview method, that is used when the researcher
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has known about the information data that will got by the researcher. In this
research, researcher has prepared some of questions as the interview
instrument, and also some of alternative answers have been prepared by
researcher. With structured interview method, the researcher gives some
question to the lecturer as a respondent, and the interviewer will write it down.
The questions that would like to given such as how the students study in this
Speaking class, how the lecturer gives tests, and is there any oral test or not.
While doing interview the researcher not only bring the interview instrument
as the guidance of interview, but also bring a recorder to record the whole
information.
2. Observations
Based on Nasution in Sugiyono (2013:337), observation is the basic from
all of knowledge. Scientist just be able to work base on the data, it is the fact
why there is a observation in this kind of research. They collect the data use
sophisticated tool in often, so they can observing the very small thing (proton
and electron) and the very far thing (space thing) clearly.
Based on Mashall in Sugiyono (2013:377) said that, “through
observation, the researcher learn about behavior and the meaning attached to
those behavior”. Based on Sanafiah Faisal in Sugiyono (2013:377) classifying
observation to be participant observation, overt observation and covert
observation, unstructured observation. In this research, the researcher use
participant observation technique. Technically, observation of participants is
the observation which the researcher jump in or direct contact with the circles
lof the human and situation where the research do. (Robert Bogdan and Steven
J. Taylor, 2013:31). The observation needed to know how the condition of the
class, it is made the comfortable situation. Therefore, there will be faintness
between the researcher and the participants.
3. Documents
Based on Andi Prastowo (2012:226), documentation is each written note
which related with some of event in the past, which in plan or not to research
need. Sugiyono (2013:396) said the same thing, if documentation is a record of
event in the past. Document could be in written, picture, and monumental work
of someone. In this research, the main data are recordings of the participants
that had been transcribed by the researcher to simplify in data analyzed.
The data instrument of this study was gained in the seminar practice as test.
Test is conducted to know where the error occurs and the type of error. Test is a
technique in evaluating activity in which some of items must be answered by
subjects. The researcher developed test as production test. Production test is
important because it reflect people’s ability in producing sounds Jamilah (2009).
The production test is conducted with the help of a tape recorder. Each student was
asked by the lecturer to make a group and doing the seminar presentation in front
of the class, that should be read and it recorded by using a tape. The researcher
developed the test as diagnostic test. A diagnostic test is designed to dialogue a
particular aspect of a language (Brown, 2007:390).
E. Validity of the Data
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For determining the data, it is needed to investigate the data. Sutopo (2006)
states that the researcher should be able to choose and to decide the most appropriate
steps to improve the validity of the data. As in research method book by Sugiyono
(2015:375) to obtain the validity of the data, the researcher used external audit and
member checking. In conducting the external audit, the researcher asked the person
outside the research to conduct a thorough review of the study and report back, in
writing, the strengths and weakness of the project. (Creswell, 2012:259) The
external audit in this research used for validly the transcription of the recorded
spoken test of the participant. The participants selected according to the advice of
the lecturer, participant who can be asked as external audit of the research data.
While, member checking is a process in which the researcher asks one or more
participants in the study to check the accuracy of the account. This check involves
taking the findings back to participants and asking them (in writing or in an
interview) about the accuracy of the report (Creswell, 2012:260). The researcher
asked the participants about many aspects, such as whether the description is
complete and realistic, if the themes are accurate to include, and if the
interpretations are fair and representative.
F. Technique of Analyzing Data
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The technique of analyzing data that was used is error analysis. Before the
data are analyzed, it was transcribed and decoded. Based on the descriptive method
applied in this research, the researcher, in analyzing the data of this research, used
the following procedure according to Brown (1994):
1. Identifying the data of error
The researcher should choose the standard of English pronunciation.
The researcher used oxford dictionary as the handbook for English standard
pronunciation. The next step is identifying the collected data whether it is
an error or a mistake. If it a mistake it should be eliminated from the
analysis. Then, classify the error of the data based on each type, make sure
the data of error include to substitution, insertion or omission. For the end
in analysis of the erroneous is that of determining the source and type of
error.
2. Describing the frequency of errors
The description is determined based on the data and the test. After
identifying the error, the next step is describing the error. The researcher
described each types of error in pronouncing of English vowel, the
researcher also described the frequency occurrences of every single of
English vowels that have been the data of this research. The researcher
described it adequately.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the research conducted in IAIN Surakarta, the researcher got the
data from performances record of 24 participants of second semester student of
English Education Department of IAIN Surakarta. The participants are divided into
some of groups and the lecturer asked them to make texts that appropriate with the
topic. The performances was doing as seminar, there are some students who read
the text as master of ceremony, as moderator and as an expert. While the test
performance the researcher recorded, the test was held by speaking class lecturer.
The recorded test performance had been transcribed by the researcher to simplify
in data analyzed, the researcher make the transcript code of all of the participants
as P01 until P24. In analyzing the data, as stated before in the previous chapter, the
procedure used by the researcher are identifying and describing errors.
A. Research Findings
1. Errors in the pronunciation of English vowel
Error is a term referring to a performance that takes place when the
deviation arises as a result of lack of knowledge (Brown, 2007:258). Brown
(2000:218) states that the fact that learners make errors and that these errors
can be observed, analyzed and classified to reveal something of the system
operating within the learner, led to a surge of study of learners called error
analysis.
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Mistake is derivations due to performance factors such as memory
limitation, fatigue, and emotional strain. Ellis (1997:170) states “mistake
reflect accessional lapses in performance, they occur because in a particular
instance, the learner is unable to perform what he or she knows”. Mistakes
refers to a performance error that is either random or a slip of tongue, in that
is failure to utilize a known system correctly (Brown, 2000:217).
In this research, the researcher did not interfere the participant’s
performance. The participants might pronounce the words incorrect
unintentionally, which mean of erroneous.  Therefore, when they were
aware of theirs mispronounce, then directly correct it with correct one or
not, it means they perform mistake. Mistakes would be defy and eliminate
from the analysis of this research. The overall pronunciation performance
show that, in the case of majority of them, there are less hesitations,
repetition, slips of the tongue, self correction and self miss corrections.
There are many errors produced by the participants in pronouncing
English vowel. As presented before, the findings, the participants perform
error in all of the 24 English vowels but with the different percentage in
each participant. It is due to several factors such as the lack of knowledge
of the participants, culture interfere of the participants, influenced by the
social life of the participants and also influenced by the mother tongue of
the participants. The most error occurrences of the entire vowel is /ɪ/, it is
consist of 561 errors /ɪ/ that pronounced by all of the participants. The
second place is vowel /ə/ with 423 errors. Vowel /ʌ/ with 147 errors
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pronounced, 32 errors in vowel /e/ pronounced by almost all of the
participants. Vowel /ʊ/ with 166 errors, 69 errors in vowel /ɑ:/, 141 errors
in vowel /i:/, 102 errors in vowel /ɔ:/, 31 errors in vowel /ɜ:/, 88 errors in
vowel /u:/, and 171 errors in diphthong /eɪ/.
Some vowels are difficult to pronounced by the participants, in fact
all the participants pronounced it with the error way. The vowels such as
diphthong /əʊ/ with 362 errors, 41 errors in diphthong /ɪə/, 18 errors in
diphthong /ɔɪ/, 22 errors in diphthong /aɪ/, 26 errors in diphthong /aʊ/, 32
errors in diphthong /εə/, 40 errors in diphthong /ʊə/. There are some
tripthongs too in this error analysis such as /eɪə/, /aʊə/, /aɪə/, and ɔɪə/. The
researcher only found these tripthong in some of participant’s transcriptions
like /eɪə/ with 22 errors, 20 errors in tripthong /aʊə/, 5 errors in tripthong
/aɪə/, and 6 errors in tripthong /ɔɪə/ that founded only in P18, P20, P23, and
P24 transcriptions.
2. Types of error in the English vowel pronunciation
This research found 2611 errors in pronouncing English vowel
performed by 24 participants. The result shows that the participants
performed substitution, insertion, and omission in their pronunciation. The
most occurrences in this error analysis are substitution. Below shows vowel
cases which are substance;
a. Error in Pronouncing /ɪ/
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Vowel /ɪ/ is the most occurrences of the entire vowel of
this research, totally there are 561 errors /ɪ/ that pronounced by
all of the participants, it is caused there are many differences of
kind of vowels that should we pronounced as vowel /ɪ/ in
English vowel. Vowel /ɪ/ is substituted by /ԑ/ /əe/ /ae/ /aɪ/ /ey/
/e:/ and /i:/, for instance vowel /ɪ/ in word ‘environment’ that
should be pronounced it as  /ɪnʹvʌɪrənm(ə)nt/ but most of
participants pronounced this word as /ԑnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt/. The
researcher also find omission in vowel /ɪ/, like as in word
‘semester’ that is pronounce as /sɪʹmestə(r)/ but most of
participants pronounced it as /smestər/.
b. Error in Pronouncing /ʌ/
There are 147 errors in vowel /ʌ/ of this research, most
of participants substituted the vowel /ʌ/ with vowel /a/ and /ɪ/
like in word ‘beloved’ that should pronounce as /bɪʹlʌvɪd/ but
most of the participants pronounce it as /bəʹlɔ:vɪd/. Vowel /ʌ/ is
substituted by /ʊ/, /e/, /ɒ/, /ɪ/ and /a/, others example when letter
‘o’ in words ‘another’ that pronounce /ənʌðə(r)/ but it is
pronounced by the participant as /ənɒðər/. The researcher also
find omission in vowel /ʌ/, like as in word ‘psychology’ that is
pronounce as /sʌɪ’kɒlədӡi/ but most of participants pronounced
it as /sɪkɒlɒdӡɪ/.
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c. Error in Pronouncing /e/
Error in vowel /e/ is substituted by some vowels such as
/ɪ/, /ə/, /ʌ/ and /e/. there are 32 errors of vowel /e/ in this research,
lack of knowledge is the mainly reason of the participants runs
against so many exceptions, which outweigh the rules. Some of
errors in vowel /e/ such as letter ‘a’ in word ‘moderator’ that
should be pronounce as /ʹmɒdəretə/ but it is pronounced by the
participant as /‘mɒdərʌtɔ:/ and letter ‘a’ in ‘today’ /tə’deɪ/ but it
is pronounced by participant as /tʊdaɪ/.
d. Error in Pronouncing /ɒ/
There are 77 errors in vowel /ɒ/ of this research, most of
participants substituted the vowel /ɒ/ with vowel /ɔ/ like in word
‘orange’ that should pronounce as /’ɒrɪnʤ/ but most of the
participants pronounce it as /ɔrentʃ/. Vowel /ɒ/ is substituted by
/ʊ/, /e/, /ə/, /eɪ/, /ɔ/, /a/, and /ɒ:/.
e. Error in Pronouncing /ӕ/
Error in vowel /ӕ/ is substituted by some vowels such as
/e/, /eɪ/, /a/, /e:/, /əe/, and /ae/, there are 9 errors of vowel /ӕ/ in
this research, it is more less than the total of the others vowel
count. Some of errors in vowel /ӕ/ such as letter ‘a’ in word
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‘hang’ that should be pronounce as /hӕŋ/ but it is pronounced
by the participant as /haŋ/.
f. Error in Pronouncing /ə/
Vowel /ə/ is the second place of most occurrences of the
entire vowel of this research, totally there are 423 errors /ə/ that
pronounced by all of the participants, it is caused there are many
differences of kind of vowels that should we pronounced as
vowel /ə/ in English vowel. Vowel /ə/ is substituted by /ɒ/, /ʊ/,
/ɔ/, /e/, /a/, and /ɜ:/, for instance vowel /ə/ in word ‘There’ that
should be pronounced it as  /ðə(r)/ but most of participants
pronounced this word as /ðer/.
g. Error in Pronouncing /ʊ/
There are 166 errors in vowel /ʊ/ of this research, most
of participants substituted the vowel /ʊ/ with vowel /ɒ/ like in
word ‘Wood’ that should pronounce as /‘wʊd/ but most of the
participants pronounce it as /wɒd/. Vowel /ʊ/ is substituted by
/ɒ/, /ɒʊ/, and /u:/, other example like letter ‘u’ in word
‘distinguish’ that should be pronounced as /dɪʹstɪŋʊwɪs/ but most
of participants pronounced this word as /dɪʹstɪŋgwɪʃt/.
h. Error in Pronouncing /ɑ:/
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Error in vowel /ɑ:/ is substituted by some vowels such
as /a/, /e/, /ɜ:/, /ə/, and /ɪ/, there are 69 errors of vowel /ɑ:/ in this
research, it is more less than the total of the others vowel count.
Some of errors in vowel /ɑ:/ such as in second letter ‘a’ of word
‘garage’ that should be pronounce as /gə’rɑ:ʤ/ but it is
pronounced by the participant as /gereʤ/ and letter ‘a’ in word
‘honorable’ that should be pronounce as /ɒnɔ:’rɑ:bl(ə)/ but it is
pronounced by the participant as /hɒnə:’rə:bl(ə)/.
i. Error in Pronouncing /i:/
Error in vowel /i:/ is substituted by some vowels such as
/ɪ/, /e/, /aɪ/, /ae/, /ay/, and /ayə/ there are 141 errors of vowel /i:/
in this research, some of errors in vowel /i:/ such as in first letter
‘e’ of word ‘sequence’ that should be pronounce as /‘si:kw(ə)ns/
but it is pronounced by the participant as /‘səkwəns/ and the first
letter ‘e’ in word ‘deforestation’ that should be pronounce as
/di:fɒrɪʹsteɪʃ(ə)n/ but it is pronounced by the participant as
/dԑfɒrԑʹsteʃ(ə)n/.
j. Error in Pronouncing /ɔ:/
Error in vowel /ɔ:/ is substituted by some vowels such as
/ɒ/, /ɒ:/, /ɒʊ/, /a/, /aʊ/, /aɔ/, and /ɔʊ/ there are 102 errors of vowel
/ɔ:/ in this research, some of errors in vowel /ɔ:/ such as in letter
‘o’ of word ‘more’ that should be pronounce as /mɔ:(r)/ but it is
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pronounced by the participant as /mɒr/ and the in letter ‘a’ of
word ‘also’ that should be pronounce as /‘ɔ:lsəʊ/ but it is
pronounced by the participant as /ʌlsɒ/.
k. Error in Pronouncing /ɜ:/
There are 31 errors in vowel /ɜ:/ of this research, most of
participants substituted the vowel /ɜ:/ with vowel /ə/ like in word
‘Curtains’ that should pronounce as /’kɜ:(r)tnz/ but most of the
participants pronounce it as /kərtens/. Vowel /ʊ/ is substituted
by /ə/, /əɒ/, /ʊ/, and /a/.
l. Error in Pronouncing /u:/
Error in vowel /u:/ is substituted by some vowels such as
/ʊ/, /ɪʊ/, /ɪ/, /a/, /ɒ/, /e/, /ɔ/, and /ɔ:/ there are 88 errors of vowel
/u:/ in this research, some of errors in vowel /u:/ such as in the
first letter ‘e’ of word ‘fewer’ that should be pronounce as
/fju:ə(r)/ but it is pronounced by the participant as /fɪʊwər/ and
the in letter ‘o’ of word ‘doing’ that should be pronounce as
/ʹdu:ɪŋ/ but it is pronounced by the participant as /dʊɪŋ/.
m. Error in Pronouncing /eɪ/
Error in vowel /eɪ/ is substituted by some vowels such as
/e/, /aɪ/, /ɪ/, and /ae, there are 171 errors of vowel /eɪ/ in this
research, some of errors in vowel /eɪ/ such as in the first letter
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‘a’ of word ‘ladies’ that should be pronounce as /leɪdɪz/ but it is
pronounced by the participant as /lӕdɪs/ and the in letter ‘a’ of
word ‘save’ that should be pronounce as /seɪv/ but it is
pronounced by the participant as /sæv/.
n. Error in Pronouncing /aɪ/
Error in diphthong /aɪ/ is substituted by some vowels
such as ae, ɪ, ə, e and i: there are 22 errors of vowel /aɪ/ in this
research, some of errors in vowel /aɪ/ such as in letter ‘i’ of word
‘like’ that should be pronounce as /laɪk/ but it is pronounced by
the participant as /lek/ and the in letter ‘i’ of word ‘i’m’ that
should be pronounce as /aɪm/ but it is pronounced by the
participant as /ʌem/.
o. Error in Pronouncing /əʊ/
Error in diphthong /əʊ/  is the third place of most
occurrences of the entire vowel of this research, totally there are
362 errors /əʊ/ that pronounced by all of the participants, it is
caused there are many differences of kind of vowels that should
we pronounced as vowel /əʊ/ in English vowel. Vowel /əʊ/ is
substituted by /ɔ/, /ɔ:/, /ɔʊ/, /ʊ/, /ɒ/, /u:/, /ɒ:/, /ɒa/, /ɒe/, /ɒʊ/, and
/aɔ/, for instance letter ‘o’ in word ‘bowls’ that should be
pronounced it as  /bəʊlz/ but most of participants pronounced
this word as /bɒls/.
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p. Error in Pronouncing /aʊ/
Error in vowel /aʊ/ is substituted by some vowels such
as /ʊ/, /ɪʊ/, /ɪ/, /a/, /ɒ/, /e/, /ɔ/, and /ɔ:/ there are 26 errors of vowel
/u:/ in this research, some of errors in vowel /aʊ/ such as in the
first letter ‘e’ of word ‘fewer’ that should be pronounce as
/fju:ə(r)/ but it is pronounced by the participant as /fɪʊwər/ and
the in letter ‘o’ of word ‘doing’ that should be pronounce as
/ʹdu:ɪŋ/ but it is pronounced by the participant as /dʊɪŋ/.
q. Error in Pronouncing /ɪə/
There are 41 errors in vowel /ɪə/ of this research, most of
participants substituted the vowel /ɪə/ with vowel /ɒ/ like in
word ‘Wood’ that should pronounce as /‘wʊd/ but most of the
participants pronounce it as /wɒd/. Vowel /ɪə/ is substituted by
/ɒ/, /ɒʊ/, and /u:/, other example like letter ‘u’ in word
‘distinguish’ that should be pronounced as /dɪʹstɪŋʊwɪs/ but most
of participants pronounced this word as /dɪʹstɪŋgwɪʃt/.
r. Error in Pronouncing /ɔɪ/
Error in vowel /ɔɪ/ is substituted by some vowels such as
/ʊ/, /ɪʊ/, /ɪ/, /a/, /ɒ/, /e/, /ɔ/, and /ɔ:/ there are 18 errors of vowel
/u:/ in this research, some of errors in vowel /ɔɪ/ such as in the
first letter ‘e’ of word ‘fewer’ that should be pronounce as
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/fju:ə(r)/ but it is pronounced by the participant as /fɪʊwər/ and
the in letter ‘o’ of word ‘doing’ that should be pronounce as
/ʹdu:ɪŋ/ but it is pronounced by the participant as /dʊɪŋ/.
s. Error in Pronouncing /εə/
Error in vowel /εə/ is substituted by some vowels such
as /ʊ/, /ɪʊ/, /ɪ/, /a/, /ɒ/, /e/, /ɔ/, and /ɔ:/ there are 32 errors of vowel
/u:/ in this research, some of errors in vowel /εə/ such as in the
first letter ‘e’ of word ‘fewer’ that should be pronounce as
/fju:ə(r)/ but it is pronounced by the participant as /fɪʊwər/ and
the in letter ‘o’ of word ‘doing’ that should be pronounce as
/ʹdu:ɪŋ/ but it is pronounced by the participant as /dʊɪŋ/.
t. Error in Pronouncing /ʊə/
Error in diphthong /ʊə//  is the third place of most
occurrences of the entire vowel of this research, totally there are
40 errors /əʊ/ that pronounced by all of the participants, it is
caused there are many differences of kind of vowels that should
we pronounced as vowel /əʊ/ in English vowel. Vowel /əʊ/ is
substituted by /ɔ/, /ɔ:/, /ɔʊ/, /ʊ/, /ɒ/, /u:/, /ɒ:/, /ɒa/, /ɒe/, /ɒʊ/, and
/aɔ/, for instance letter ‘o’ in word ‘bowls’ that should be
pronounced it as  /bəʊlz/ but most of participants pronounced
this word as /bɒls/.
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u. Error in Pronouncing /eɪə/
Error in vowel /eɪə/ is substituted by some vowels such
as /eyə/, /ayə/, and /eɪyə/ there are 22 errors of vowel /eɪə/ in this
research, some of errors in vowel /eɪə/ such as in the t letter ‘a’
of word ‘player’ that should be pronounce as /ʹpleɪə(r)// but it is
pronounced by the participant as /pleyər/.
v. Error in Pronouncing /aʊə/
Error in vowel /aʊə/ is substituted by some vowels such
as /awə/, /ɒwə/,  and /ɒ:/ there are 20 errors of vowel /aʊə/ in
this research, some of errors in vowel /aʊə/ such as in the word
‘Our’ that should be pronounce as /aʊə(r)/ but it is pronounced
by the participant as /awer/, and in the letter ‘o’ of word ‘lower’
that should be pronounce as /ʹləʊə(r)/ but it is pronounced by the
participant as /lɒwər/.
w. Error in Pronouncing /aɪə/
There are 5 errors in vowel /aɪə/ of this research, most of
participants substituted the vowel /aɪə/ with vowel /ɒ/ like in
word ‘alliance’ that should pronounce as /əlaɪəns/ but most of
the participants pronounce it as /elɪəns/. Vowel /ʊ/ is substituted
by /ɪe/, /ɪə/, /ɑ:ə/, /ae/, /aə/, and /ayə/.
x. Error in Pronouncing /ɔɪə/
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Error in vowel /ɔɪə/ is substituted by some vowels such
as /ɔyə/, /ɔya/, /ɒyə/, /ɒya/, /ayə/, /ɒwyə/, /awyə/, and /ɒ:yə/
there are 6 errors of vowel /ɔɪə/ in this research, some of errors
in vowel /ɔɪə/ such as in word ‘loyal’ that should be pronounce
as /’lɔɪəl/ but it is pronounced by the participant as /lɔyəl/.
Table 4.1.  percentage error number of vowels
No Vowels Total ofError
Precent
(%) No Vowels
Total of
Error
Precent
(%)
1 /ɪ/ 561 21.5% 13 /eɪ/ 171 6.5%
2 /ʌ/ 147 5.6% 14 /aɪ/ 22 0.8%
3 /e/ 32 1.2% 15 /əʊ/ 362 13.9%
4 /ɒ/ 77 2.9% 16 /aʊ/ 26 1.0%
5 /ӕ/ 9 0.3% 17 /ɪə/ 41 1.6%
6 /ə/ 423 16.2% 18 /ɔɪ/ 18 0.7%
7 /ʊ/ 166 6.4% 19 /εə/ 32 1.2%
8 /ɑ:/ 69 2.6% 20 /ʊə/ 40 1.5%
9 /i:/ 141 5.4% 21 /eɪə/ 22 0.8%
10 /ɔ:/ 102 3.9% 22 /aʊə/ 20 0.8%
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The most occurrences in this error analysis are substitution, nearly
86% as of the total error or 2611 errors. In the substitution cases, the results
are subdivided into four classification; intralingual, interlingual,
crosslingual, and miscellaneous substitution. The research found 895 errors
or 34% in intralingual substitution, 692 errors or 27% in interlingual
substitution and 375 errors or 14% in crosslingual substitution, and 295
errors or 11% in miscellaneous substitution. The errors number of insertion
is 172 or 7%, and the last number of omission is 182 errors or 7%.
B. Discussion
The descriptions of the data as a result of the research about the error
analysis of English pronunciation especially errors of vowel and the types of
error which are performed by participants are presented below.
1. Errors in the pronunciation of English vowel
In fact English is one of language that has complex spelling most
of the participants choose a possible pronunciation that they are
11 /ɜ:/ 31 1.2% 23 /aɪə/ 5 0.2%
12 /u:/ 88 3.4% 24 /ɔɪə/ 6 0.2%
SUM 2611 100%
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inappropriate application. For instance, the word ‘spoons’ /spu:nz/,
most of the participants pronounce as /spʊns/, and some of them
pronounce it as /spᴐ:ns/, found in pronunciation performance
recording of the participants. They may refer to make combination
between of two vowel letter “oo” which has 3 pronunciation
possibilities, /ʊ/ as in word book /bʊk/, and /u:/ as in word food /fu:d/
and /ʌ/ as in word blood /blʌd/. Some participants who pronounce
/spᴐ:ns/ could refer to /ᴐ:/ as in word floor /flᴐ:/ due to the similar
combination of vowels letter “oo”. The vowel /ᴐ:/ in the word ‘floor’
is exactly formed of 3 combination of vowels letter “oo”.
Furthermore, the absence of some English vowel of L1, e.g.
Bahasa Indonesia which has no all long vowels : the vowel /ӕ/ and /ʌ/
the diphthong /eɪ/, /eʊ/, /ɪə/, /ɜə/, /ʊə/, and all triphtongs, lead to
articulation difficulty.  The problem is not only in recognizing and
discriminating the sound but also in producing the sound (Syafei,
1988:2). The participants tend to substitute it with similar sound of
their L1, most cases arise in the vowel /ʌ/ and /ӕ/. The vowel /ʌ/ has
slight features and sound close to the vowel /a/. Thus, the words ‘cups’
and son are pronounced as /kaps/, found in pronunciation performance
recording of the participants. The vowel /ӕ/ has slight features close
to the vowel /e/ and sounded similar to combination between of [a]
and [ɜ] for Indonesians. Thus, the word ‘lamps’ is pronounced as
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/lemps/ and some of the participants pronounced as /lӕmps/. The
participants also tend to give sound to every letter of English words.
2. Types of error in the pronunciation of English vowel
They are classifications based on error arise in this research by
(Dulay, Burt, and Krashen in Fauziati, 2000:146) theory;
a. Substitution
As presented before, the participants perform many
cases of error pronunciation, most of them especially in
substitutions. Substitution is a type of errors which are
characterized by the replacement of an item (Crystal,
1985:295). In this research reveal that there are four
substitutions classified by its cause as follow;
1) Intralingual substitution
Table below displays vowels which are substance
to intralingual substitution;
Letter Correctvowel
Error
vowel
Correct
Sound
Error
Sound
Word
a /eɪ/ /e/ /edjʊkeɪʃn/ /edʊkesən/ Education
a /ɛ/ /e/ /’mɛni/ /menɪ/ Many
ai /ԑə/ /e/ /pԑə(r)/ /per/ Pair
e /ə/ /e/ /ðə(r)/ /ðer/ There
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o /ʌ/ /ɒ/ /ənʌðə(r)/ /ənɒðər/ Another
o /əʊ/ /ɒ/ /bəʊlz/ /bɒls/ Bowl
ou /aʊ/ /ɒ/ /aʊt/ /ɒt/ Out
ea /ԑə/ /ɪə/ /bԑə(r)/ /bɪər/ Bear
ia /aɪə/ /ɪə/ /əlaɪəns/ /elɪəns/ Alliance
e /ɪə/ /ə/ /mətɪərɪəl/ /mətərɪəl/ Material
e /ɪ/ /ə/ /ðɪ/ /ðə/ the apple
e /ə/ /ɜ:/ /wə(r)/ /wɜ:r/ Were
ea /eɪ/ /ɪ/ /greɪtəs/ /grɪtәs/ Greatest
ea /ԑ/ /ӕ/ /plԑʒə/ /Plӕzәr/ pleasure
Table 4.2. Intralingual substitution
In many cases, vowel /e/, /ɒ/, /ə/, /ʊ/, and
diphthong /ɪə/ are being the most problematic. In fact,
the vowels take over most of the substitution which
means that the problem lies in English spelling
pronunciation mismatch. It is due to the difference
between English and previous language system of the
participants. Lack of knowledge is the mainly reason
of the participants runs against so many exceptions,
which outweigh the rules.
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From the table above shows us that most of the
vowels are generalized by the participants. The vowel
/ə/, /ɑ:/, /eɪ/, and /ԑə/ are generalized to /e/. by
generalizing the spelling of letter ‘a’ in word such
‘education’ /edjʊkeɪʃn/ and the second ‘a’ in ‘garage’
/gə'rɑ:ʤ/ as /edʊkesən/ and /gereʤ/ in referring  the
‘a’ in word such ‘many’ /menɪ/. The ‘e’ in word such
‘there’ /ðə(r)/ pronounce as /ðer/ in referring the word
such else /els/. The spelling combination of ‘ai’, in
word such ‘pair’ /pԑə(r)/ pronounce as /per/ whish is
generalized in referring the ‘ai’ in word such ‘again’
/əgen/.
The vowel /ʌ/, /əʊ/ and /aʊ/ are generalized to
/ɒ/. Words such ‘another’ /ənʌðə(r)/ and ‘bowl’
/bəʊlz/ pronounced as /ənɒðər/ and /bɒls/ which
generalize the spelling of letter ‘o’ in referring the
word such ‘got’ /gɒt/ and the spelling combination of
‘ou’ in ‘out’ /aʊt/ pronounced as /ɒt/ in referring the
word such ‘cough’ /kɒf/. the /ԑə/ and /aɪə/ are
generalized to /ɪə/. Word such ‘bear’ /bԑə(r)/
pronounced as /bɪər/ which generalize the spelling
combination of ‘ea’ in word such ‘idea’ /aɪdɪə/.
besides word such ‘alliance’ pronounced as /eliəns/
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instead of /əlaɪəns/ in referring the spelling of ‘ia’ in
word such ‘material’ /mətɪərɪəl/.
Moreover, at the vowel /e/ cases, have
intralingual substitutions and substitute the vowel in
some words that have provisions on its pronunciation.
Most of the participants don’t mind of this condition.
They mostly pronounce as used to be pronounce.
Word such ‘the’ /ðə/ which appears before consonant
will be difference in pronouncing with word ‘the’ /ðɪ/
which appears before vowel. Besides, most words
that have weak from will be difference in
pronouncing with the strong or other from instead.
For instance as shows in table above, the word ‘were’
pronounce as /wɜ:r/ when it come weak which should
be pronounce as /wə(r)/.
2) Interlingual substitution
Table below displays vowels which are
substance to interingual substitution;
Vowel
letter
Correct
vowel
Substi-
tute
Correct
sound
Error
sound Word
o /ɔ:/ /ɒ/ /mɔ:(r)/ mɒr More
a /ɑ:/ /a/ /lɑ:dʒ/ lardʒ Large
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o /əʊ/ /ɔ/ /səʊ/ sɔ So
e /ɪ/ /e/ /ɪnʹdʒɔɪ/ endʒɒɪ Enjoy
o /əʊə/ /ɒwə/ /ʹləʊə(r)/ lɒwər Lower
e /u:/ /ɪʊ/ /fju:ə(r)/ fɪʊwər Fewer
ea /ɪə/ /ɪ/ /ʹrɪəlɪ/ rɪlɪ Really
au /ɔ:/ /aʊ/ /‘ɔ:dɪəns/ /aʊdɪens/ Audience
o /ə/ /ʌ/ /ʹwԑlkəm/ /ʹwԑlkʌm/ Welcome
o /ə/ /ʊ/ /tə’deɪ/ /tʊdaɪ/ Today
a /e/ /a/ /tə’deɪ/ /tʊdaɪ/ Today
Table 4.3. Interlingual substitution
This cases belong to interlingual substitution
which is the substitutions consider the Indonesian or
even Java. The influence of previous language
spelling system mainly affects these substitutions.
There is relationship between spelling and
articulation in previous language of the participants.
Furthermore, most of the substitutes vowel /ʌ/, /ӕ/,
/i:/, /u:/, /ɑ:/, /ᴐ:/, ɜ:/, /ɪə/, /ԑə/, /əʊ/, and /aəʊ/, /əʊə/,
/ᴐɪə/, are unknown in previous language system.
Those the participants tend to pronounce the words
regard as previous language.
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The participants commit spelling to sound in
pronouncing the vowels. It is happen in the word such
‘our’, ‘layer’, ‘enjoy’, ‘lower’, ‘caught’, and ‘proud’.
The Indonesian vowel /e/ with no doubt represented
the letter ‘e’. The vowel which is represents ‘au’ and
‘ou’ are pronounced in according to Indonesian
spelling system. Both are pronounced as diphthong.
In Indonesian spelling system, the letter combination
‘au’ pronounced as /aʊ/. Addition, the ‘ou’ has
different case. Even happen rarely and unknown, it is
pronounced as /ɒʊ/ which represent the letter which
is influenced by Indonesian spelling system.
The participants seem to substitute the English
vowels which don’t exist in the Indonesian. Those
have similarity on its pronunciation. The inexistence
vowels as served on the table above are /ӕ/, /ʌ/, and
all of vowels, some diphthong and most of triphthong.
/ʌ/ is substituted by /a/ in word such ‘cups’
/kʌps/ which pronounced as /kaps/. The quality of /ʌ/
is close to /a/. The English /ӕ/ is substituted by /a/ and
/e/ in word such ‘had’ /hӕd/ and ‘hang’ /hӕŋ/ which
pronounced a /hed/ and /haŋ/. The /ӕ/ has close
quality to both /a/ and /e/. The diphthong /əʊ/ is
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substituted by /ᴐ/ in word such ‘so’ /səʊ/ which
pronounced as /sᴐ/. the /əʊ/ is just about similar to /ᴐ/,
the Indonesian vowel, on its pronunciation.
Different with the /əʊ/, the diphthong /ɪə/ and
/ԑə/ are likely reduced by the participants. The second
vowel of the diphthong, /ə/, is eliminated. For
example, the words ‘really’ /rɪəlɪ/ and ‘there’ /ðԑə(r)/
are pronounced as /rɪlɪ/ and /ðer/. The previous
language system which only have short vowel also
influenced the participants to reduce the length of the
English long vowel, /i:/, /u:/, /ɑ:/, /ᴐ:/, and /ɜ:/. The
words such ‘each’ /i:tʃ/ and ‘room’ /ru:m/.
Moreover, in the case of triphthong, the
participant not only tend to substitute which is
influenced by Indonesian spelling system but also
tend to add one or more assist sound between two
vowel. It is happen since the Indonesian doesn’t
recognize the triphthong. The assist sounds presence
are /ɪ/ substituted /j/ or /y/ and /ʊ/ substituted /w/.
Both are assist sound which substitute the middle
vowel in triphthong. For example as shown in the
table above, the word ‘our’ pronounced as /awər/
instead of /aʊə(r)/.
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3) Crosslingual substitution
Table below displays vowels which are
substance to crosslingual substitution;
Vowel
letter
Correct
vowel
Subs-
titute Correct sound Error sound Word
u /u:/ /ʊ/ /ʌnʹju:ӡl/ /anjʊsʊəl/ unusual
o /ə/ /ɔ/ /əv/ /ɔf/ of
ou /ɔ:/ /ɒ/ /bɔ:t/ /bɒg/ bought
o /əʊ/ /ɔ:/ /sməʊkɪŋ/ /smɔ:kɪŋ/ smoking
u /ʊə/ /ʊ/ /pjʊə(r)/ /pjʊr/ pure
aye /eɪə/ /eyə/ /ʹpleɪə(r)/ /pleyər/ player
oi /ɔɪ/ /ɒy/ /ԑksplɔɪʹteɪʃ(ə)n/ /eksplɒytæʃən/ exploitation
a /eɪ/ /ӕ/ /ԑksplɔɪʹteɪʃ(ə)n/ /eksplɒytæʃən/ exploitation
o /əʊ/ /ɔ:/ /kənʹtrəʊl/ /kɒntrɔ:l/ control
u /ə/ /ʊ/ /ʹfəʊkəs/ /fɔ:kʊs/ focus
o /əʊ/ /ɔ:/ /ʹfəʊkəs/ /fɔ:kʊs/ focus
o /ә/ /ᴐ:/ /sәlu:ʃәn/ /sᴐ:lu:ʃәn/ solution
e /ԑ/ /ɪ/ /prɪʹzԑntԑd/ /prɪʹzԑntɪd/ presented
Table 4.4. Crosslingual substitution
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As shows on the table above, the case is
crosslingual substitutions. This substitution, as
explained before, refers to ambiguous errors which
are not clear whether it is due to the influence of the
target language or the previous language system.
In the letter ‘e’ case, in representing the
pronunciation, the participants seem to use vowel /e/,
which is frequently used weather in English or in
Bahasa Indonesia. The example is the error in
pronouncing the word ‘electrical’ that pronounced as
/elektrikəl/ instead of /əlektrɪkl/. The participants also
seem to use vowel /ə/. Regard that English use the
vowel to represent the pronunciation of letter ‘e’, as
well as Bahasa Indonesia. Despite the frequently is
less in English, again it affect the pronunciation of the
participants. Moreover, this case is also happened in
letter ‘o’ that pronounced as /ɒ/ and ‘u’ that
pronounced as /ʊ/. The substance of the error is not
clear whether it is precisely influenced by mother
tongue or target language.
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The word ‘player’ pronounced as /pleyer/
instead of /pleɪə(r)/. In this case, the participants had
applied the right English spelling system. But again,
they rather to use /y/, the assist sound, to help them
reach the third vowel of a triphthong.
4) Miscellaneous substitution
There are some participants who performed
recording error pronunciation of English vowel
especially miscellaneous substitution, the data of the
research presented as table below;
letter Correct vowel
Substi-
tute Correct sound Error sound Word
i /aɪ/ /e/ /laɪk/ /lek/ Like
u /u:/ /ʊ/ /ʹdu:ɪŋ/ /dʊɪŋ/ Doing
o /ə/ /ᴐ:/ /ɪntrə’dju:s/ /ɪntrᴐ:dӡʊs/ Introduce
a /ɪ/ /e/ /ʹjestədɪ/ /jestərde/ Yesterday
a /ԑə/ /ə/ /kԑə(r)/ /kær/ care
a /eɪ/ /ӕ/ /leɪdɪz/ /lӕdɪs/ ladies
o /əʊ/ /ɒ:/ /ʹfɒləʊ/ /fɒlɒ:/ follow
a /ɔ:/ /ʌ/ /wɔ:tə/ /wʌtər/ water
o /aʊ/ /ɔ:/ /faʊnd/ /fɔ:nd/ fond
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Table 4.5. Miscellaneous Substitution
The substances are miscellaneous substitutions.
For example, in representing the ‘ey’ the participants
tend to substitute /e/ instead of /i/ in word such
‘yesterday’ that pronounced as /jestəde/ instead of
/jestədɪ/. when the participants say the word ‘follow’
/ʹfɒləʊ/ and the word ‘save’ /seɪv/ they pronounced as
/fɒlɒ:/ and /sæv/. One of the reasons is that it might
be on its articulation influences. The consonant /ð/
before /ɪ/, same how, affects the /ɪ/ and produce /e/.
Other reason is reduction of the vowel that commonly
carried out. There is other possible pronunciation of
‘ey’ in ‘yesterday’ that is /eɪ/. the reductions of the /ɪ/
also affected to produce /e/.
b. Insertions
The insertions mostly affected by previous language of
the participants. The language systems that recognize
ea /ɪə/ /ə/ /jɪəs/ /jərs/ years
ie /ɪɪ/ /ɪə/ /sə’sʌɪɪtis/ /sɒ’sʌɪətis/ societies
a /a/ /ӕ/ /az/ /æz/ as
e /ԑ/ /ə/ /ɪn’tԑlɪʤ(ə)nt/ /ɪn’tələʤənt/ intelligent
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spelling to sound and denying one or more consonant in a
time, are put them difficulty to pronounce.
More explanation on the table below;
Vowel
letter
Inserted
vowel Correct sound Error sound Word
ua /ʊə/ /ʌnʹju:ӡl/ /anjʊsʊəl/ Unusual
e /e/ /stju:dnt/ /stʊdent/ Student
i /ɪ/ /z/ /ɪs/ Is
ai /eɪ/ /kɜ:(r)tnz/ /kərteɪns/ Curtains
e /ə/ /peɪpə/ /pepər/ Paper
Table 4.6. Insertion substitution
As presented on the table above, there are some error
occurs as effect of insertions, For instance, the insertion of
/ə/ in the word ‘purple’ pronounced as /parpəl/ instead of
/pɜ:pl/. The word student /stju:dnt/ and given /ʹgivn/
pronounce as /stʊdent/ and /ʹgifən/, this is cases where all
of them try to do one-to-one spelling. The word control
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/kənʹtrəʊl/ and paper /peɪpə/ they pronounced as /kənʹtrɒl/
and /kənʹtrɒl/. Sometimes it creates an additional sound, as
in wasn’t /wɒznt/ and department /dɪʹpɑ:tmənt/ are
pronounced as /ʹwɒsən/ and /dəʹpartməmen/. The vowel /ə/
is commonly used to add or insert by the participants.
c. Omission
Most of the participants seem to omit /ɪ/ in word
‘semester’ /sɪʹmestə(r)/ which pronounced as /smestər/ and
most of them pronounced ‘material’ /məʹtɪərɪəl/ as
/smestər/. It happen due to interference the word ‘semester’
/séméster/ in bahasa but has been have, what Muslich calls,
zeroisasi and pronounced as /smestər/ or /sméster/. The
term used for disappearance of sound as a result of an effort
of saving or recognizing pronunciation (Muslich, 2008).
More explanation would be presented on table below;
Letter Omitvowel Correct sound Error sound Word
e /ɪ/ /sɪʹmestə(r)/ /smestər/ Semester
e /ɪ/ /məʹtɪərɪəl/ /metərɪəl/ Material
y /ʌ/ /sʌɪ’kɒlədӡi/ /sɪkɒlɒdӡɪ/ Psychology
a /ɪ/ /leɪdɪz/ /lӕdɪs/ Ladies
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a /ɪ/ /kri:ʹeɪt/ /kri:ʹet/ Create
a /ɪ/ /prԑz(ə)nʹteɪʃ(ə)ns/ /prԑz(ə)nʹteʃ(ə)ns/ Presentation
i ʌ /ɪnʹvʌɪrənm(ə)nt/ /ԑnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt Environment
e /ə/ /ʹkԑəf(ə)li/ /ʹkԑ:fʊli/ Carefully
Table 4.7. Omission
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusion
The conclusion of the research deals with what the answers of the
problems statement that have discuss in the previous chapter. In this part,
conclusions are drawn to answer on by one;
1. The all of sounds which are being the errors in pronouncing
English vowels of the second students of English Education
Department of Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty
State Islamic Institute of Surakarta in the Academic Year
2017/2018 are /i:/, /ɪ/, /ʊ/, /u:/, /e/, /ə/, /ɜ:/, /ɔ:/, /æ/, /ʌ/, /ɑ:/, /ɒ/,
/ɪə/, /ʊə/, /ԑə/, /eɪ/, /ɔɪ/, /aɪ/, /əʊ/, /aʊ/, /eɪə/, /aɪə/, /ɔɪə/, /əʊə/,
/aʊə/. The most problematic vowel during this research are, the
vowel /ʌ/ as in the word  ‘luck’ /lʌk/, the vowel /æ/ as in the
word ‘that’ /ðæt/, the diphthong /ʊə/ as in the word ‘old’ /əʊld/,
the triphthong /ɔɪə/ as in ‘loyal' /lɔɪəl/, the triphthong /əʊə/ as in
the word ‘lower’ /ləʊə(r)/, and the triphthong /aʊə/ as in the word
‘hour’ /aʊə(r)/ which have 100% of error in pronunciation.
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2. The types of error that occur in pronouncing English vowels are;
a. Substitution
The error vowels which substituted are classify into four;
1) Intralingual substitution
They are vowels which used by the participants in
insertion are /ɪ/, /ʌ/, /ə/, /ɑ:/, /u:/, /eɪ/, /əʊ/, /ɪə/, /ӕ/, /ɔ:/,
/ʊ/, /ԑ/, /ɒʊ/, /ԑə/, /aʊ/, and /aɪə/. The causes of those
vowels error are the spelling pronunciation mismatch
and generalization.
2) Interlingual substitution
They are vowels which used by the participants in
insertion are /ɪ/, /ʌ/, /æ/, /i:/, /ɑ:/, /u:/, /ɔ:/, /ɜ:/, /aɪ/, /ɔɪ/,
/ɪə/, /ԑə/, /əʊ/, /aʊ/, /aʊə/, /əʊə/, /ɪʊ/, /ʌԑ/, /ə/, /e/, /ԑ/, /ɒ/,
and /ɔɪə/. The causes of those vowels error are the mother
tongue of the participants or the previous language
system that is Bahasa which know spelling to sound on
its pronunciation and the absence of some English
vowels.
3) Crosslingual substitution
They are vowels which used by the participants in
insertion are /ɪ/, /ə/, /ɜ:/, /u:/, /ɔ:/, /ʊə/, /əʊ/, /ɔɪ/, /əʊ/, /ԑ/,
/ʌɪə/, /ɔɪə/, /ʌԑ/, /ʌi:/, /ӕ/, and /eɪə/.
4) Miscellaneous substitution
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They are vowels which used by the participants in
insertion are /ɪ/, /u:/, /aɪ/, and /ԑə/, /aɪ/, and /ԑə/.
b. Insertion
The vowels which used by the participants in insertion are
/ə/, /ɪ/, /ʊə/, /e/, /eɪ/, /ʊ/, and /ʌ/.
c. Omission
The vowels which used by the participants in omission is /ɪ/,
/ʌ/ and /ə/.
B. Suggestion
From the conclusion above, the researcher would like to propose
some suggestion for the others researcher and also for the students, the
suggestions as follows;
1. For the researcher, since the researcher still lack of many things
and far from  being perfect and there are another factors that
influence the students’ pronunciation, the researcher expects that
there will be another researcher who will investigate the other
factors relating to English pronunciation. Moreover, the
researcher hopes that this research will be useful too, and also
can be used as a reference to the others who will conduct and
develop a similar study.
2. The students are suggested to more pay attention to their study
of English, especially in English pronunciation, in order to
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improve their competence in speaking. By this research, the
researcher also hopes to the students that they should be aware
of their error in English pronunciation and try to improve it, and
overcome their problem of difficulties faced.
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Text and Phonetic Transcription
Transcription of P01 Performance test (Zakiya Maidayana 163221072)
‘It’s my greatest pleasure to be in this seminar today’
‘This seminar today is on “healthy life without smoking’
‘This topic will be presented by our presenter; she will share to you the result of
their research and analysis about the healthy life without smoking’
‘Ladies and gentlemen, before we come to the panel presentation and discussion’
‘I’d like to introduce you the presenter of the seminar today’
The presenter is Miss Iin Nurkhasanah, she is from Boyolali and she is lecturer of
psychology in State Islamic Institution of Surakarta’
‘Well, ladies and gentlemen, please welcome our presenter, Miss Iin Nurkhasanah
the floor is yours’
‘Ladies and gentlemen, now I’d like to invite the audience to give comments,
suggestion or ask question to the presenter’
xcii
Phonetic Transcription of P01
//ɪts/ /maɪ/ /grɪtәs/ /plӕzәr/ /tʊ/ /bɪ/ /ɪn/ /ðɪs/ /sәmɪnʌr/ /tʊdaɪ//
//ðɪs/ /sәmɪnʌr/ /tʊdaɪ/ /ɪs/ /ɒn/ “/helðɪ/ /laɪf/ /wiðɒt/ /smɔ:kɪŋ/”//
//ðɪs/ /tɒpɪk/ /wɪl/ /bɪ/ /prɪsӕntet/ /bʌɪ/ /ɒr/ /prɪsӕnter/, /ʃɪ/ /wɪl/ /ʃӕr/ /tʊ/ /jʊ/ /ðә/
/rɪsʌlt/ /ɒf/ /ðӕɪr/ /rɪӡәrtʃ/ /ӕn/ /ʌnʌlɪsɪs/ /әbɒt/ /ðә/ /helðɪ/ /laɪf/ /smokɪŋ//
//lӕdɪs/ /en/ /ʤenθәmen/, /bɪfɒr/ /wɪ/ /kɒm/ /tʊ/ /ðә/ /pɑ:nel/ /presәntӕӡɪәn/ /en/
/dɪʃkʌӡɪәn//.
//ʌɪd/ /lӕk/ /tʊ/ /ɪntrᴐ:dӡʊs/ /jʊ/ /ðә/ /prɪsentәr/ /ɒf/ /ðә / /sәmɪnʌr/ /tʊdaɪ//
//ðә/ /prɪsentәr/ /ɪs/ /mɪsɪs/ /ɪɪn/ /nʊrchʌsvnʌh/, /sɪ/ /ɪs/ /frɒm/ /bɒjɒlʌlɪ/ /en /sɪ/ /ɪs/
/lektʃәrәr/ /ɒf/ /sɪkɒlɒdӡɪ/ /ɪn/ /ðә/ /stetʃ/ /ɪslʌmɪk/ /ɪnstɪtʊӡɪәn/ /ɒf/ /sʊrʌkʌrtʌ//
//wԑl/, /lӕdɪs/ /en/ /dӡenθәmen/, /plɪs/ /welkʌm/ /aʊә/ /prɪsentәr/, /mɪsɪs/ /ɪɪn/
/nʊrchʌsvnʌh/ /ðә/ /flᴐ:/ /ɪs/ /jᴐ:rs//
//lӕdɪs/ /en/ /ʤenθәmen/, /naʊ/ /aɪd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/ /ɪnvʌɪt/ /ðә/ /aʊdɪens/ /tʊ/ /gɪv/
/kɒmens/, /sʌʤesʧәn/ /ɒr/ /ʌs/ /kwestʃәn/ /tʊ/ /ðә/ /prɪsentәr//
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Transcription of P02 Performance test (Iin Nurchasanah 163221075)
‘Good morning ladies and gentlemen ‘
‘Imagine this, you have a cute baby, but you’re baby has lung cancer often sniff
your husband’s smoking’
‘This is the reality for many people in Indonesia’
‘It is a fact that some people dead because they are passive smokers’
‘What is the solution to this problem?’
‘I believe that smoking should be banned’
‘Many illness due to smoking’
‘I wish to discuss why smoking is bed en show some of the benefits that banning of
smoking’
‘To begin with many smokers have been smoking since young’
‘In other side that they are addicted with smoke’
‘If we have rule that smoking is banned we will save our young generation and it is
good for our country in future’
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Phonetic Transcription of P02
/gʊd/ /mᴐ:nɪŋ/ /lӕdɪs/ /en/ /ʤenθәmen//
//ɪmaʤɪn/ /ðɪs/, /ju/ /hav/ /ә/ /kju:t/ /bebɪ/, /bʌt/ /jᴐ:r/ /bebɪ/ /hes/ /lʌŋ/ /kʌnsәr/
/bɪkɒz/ /ɒfθәn/ /snɪf/ /jᴐ:r/ /hʌsbәns/ /smɒkɪŋ//
//ðɪs/ /ɪs/ /ðә/ /realɪtɪ/ /fᴐ:/ /menɪ/ /pi:pәl/ /ɪn/ /ɪndonesɪa//
//ɪt/ /ɪs/ /ә/ /fekt/ /ðet/ /sʌm/ /pi:pәl/ /ded/ /bɪkɒz/ /ðeɪ/ /ɑ:/ /pʌsɪv/ /smɒkәrs//
//wɒt/ /ɪs/ /ðә/ /sᴐ:lu:ʃәn/ /tʊ/ /ðɪs/ /prɒblәm?//
//ɪ/ /bɪlɪv/ /ðet/ /smɒkɪŋ/ /ʃʊd/ /bɪ/ /bened//
//menɪ/ /ɪlnәs/ /dʊ/ /tʊ/ /smɒkɪŋ//
//ʌɪ/ /wɪʃ/ /tʊ/ /dɪskʌs/ /wʌɪ/ /smɒkɪŋ/ /ɪs/ /bed/ /en/ /ʃᴐ:w/ /sʌm/ /ɒf/ /ðә/ /benefɪts/
/ðet/ /benɪŋ/ /ɒf/ /smɒkɪŋ//
//tʊ/ /bɪgen/ /wɪθ/, /menɪ/ /smɒkәrs/ /hev/ /bɪn/ /smɒkɪŋ/ /sɪn/ /jʌŋ//
//ɪn/ /ɒðər/ /wə:ds/ /ðet/ /ðeɪ/ /ɑ:/ /ʌdɪktəd/ /wɪθ/ /smɒkɪŋ//
//ɪf/ /wi:/ /hev/ /ru:l/ /ðet/ /smɒkɪŋ/ /ɪs/ /benəd/ /wɪ/ /wɪl/ /sӕv/ /aʊə/ /jʌŋ/
/ʤənəreʃən/ /en/ /ɪt/ /ɪs/ /gʊd/ /fɑ:/ /aʊə/ /kɑntrɪ/ /ɪn/ /fju:ʧə//
xcv
Transcription of P03 Performance test (Erna Puji 163221091)
‘Honorable speakers, distinguished guests and all of my beloved audience’
‘Welcome to the seminar of create a success in the future’
‘Ladies and gentlemen, before we start our program, I’d like to read the list of the
agenda of today’s program’
‘Opening’
‘Presentations’
‘Discussion’
‘Closing’
‘Well, happy audience, the first agenda is opening, let’s open our agenda this
morning by reading basmallah together’
‘The panel presentation and discussion will be presented by miss Rifki Al Qonita ,
the floor is yours’
‘Thank you for miss Rifki Al Qonita’
‘Ladies and gentlemen, I hope you have found this morning’s presentations and
discussion useful’
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Phonetic Transcription of P03
//hɒnɔ:ʹrɑ:bl(ə)/ /ʹspi:kər/ /dɪʹstɪŋʊwɪs/ /gԑst/ /ԑnd/ /ɔ:l/ /ɒv/ /mʌɪ/ /bəʹlɔ:vɪd/
/ʌʊ:dɪəns//
//ʹwԑlkʌm/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /sԑmɪnɑr/ /ɒv/ /kri:ʹet/ /ə/ /sʌkʹsԑs/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /ʹfju:ʧər//
//leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/ /bɪʹfɔ:/ /wɪ/  /stɑ:t/ /aʊə/ /‘prɒgram/ /ʌɪd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/
/ri:d/ /ðə/ /lɪst/ //ɒv/ /ðə/ /ʌʹʤԑndʌ/ /ɒv/ /tʊʹdeɪs/ /ʹprəʊgram//
//ʹɒpənɪŋ//
//prԑzənʹteʃəns//
//dɪʹskʌʃən//
//klɔ:sɪŋ//
//wԑl/ /ʹhapi/ /ʹɔ:dɪəns/ /ðə/ /fə:st/ /əʹʤԑndə/ /ɪz/ /ʹəʊp(ə)nɪŋ/ /lԑts/ /ʹɒp(ə)n/ /aʊə/
/əʹʤԑndə/ /ðɪs/ /ʹmɔ:nɪŋ/ /bʌɪ/ /ʹrԑdɪŋ/ /bʌsmʌlʌh/ /tʊʹgԑðə//
//ðə/ /ʹpan(ə)l/ /prԑz(ə)nʹteɪʃ(ə)n/ /ənd/ /dɪʹskʌʃ(ə)n/ /wɪl/ /bɪ/ /prɪʹzԑntɪd/ /bʌɪ/ /mɪs/
/rɪfkɪ/ /ʌl/ /qɔnɪtʌ/ /ðə/ /flɔ:/ /ɪz/ /jɔ:z//
//θaŋk/ /ju:/ /fɔ:/ /mɪs/ /rɪfkɪ/ /ʌl qɔnɪtʌ//
//leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/ /ʌɪ/ /hɒp/ /jʊ:/ /hӕv/ /fɔ:nd/ /ðɪs/ /mɔ:nɪŋs/
/prԑz(ə)nʹteɪʃ(ə)ns/ /ənd/ /dɪʹskʌʃ(ə)n/ /ʹju:sfʊl//
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Transcription of P04 Performance test (Rifki Al Qonita 163221085)
‘We were born to help the world, not to destroying it, then why we are destroying
the environment?’
‘The environment is something you are very familiar with’
‘In recent years, scientist have been carefully examining the ways that people affect
the environment’
‘They have found that we causing air pollution, deforestation and other problems
that dangerous both to the earth and ourselves’
‘One of the most important causes of pollution is a high rate of energy, useage by
mdern, growing pollutions’
‘It is important for societies that together will inform and drive environment
decisions’
‘Only when the last tree has died’
‘The last river has been poisoned and the last fish has been caught’
‘Will we realize that we cannot eat money?’
xcviii
Phonetic Transcription of P04
/wi:/ /wər/ /bɔ:n/ /tʊ/ /hԑlp/ /ðə/ /wɒld/ /nɒt/ /tʊ/ /dԑʹstrɔʹɪŋ/ /ɪt/ /ðԑn/ /wʌɪ/ /wɪ/ /ɑr/
/dԑʹstrɔʹɪŋ/ /ðə/ /ԑnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt?//
//ðə/ /ԑnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt/ /ɪz/ /ʹsʌmθɪŋ/ /ju:/ /ɑ:/ /ʹvԑri/ /fʌʹmɪlɪə/ /wɪð//
//ɪn/ /ʹri:s(ə)nt/ /jərs/ /ʹsʌjəntɪst/ /hav/ /bi:n/ /ʹkԑ:fʊli/ /ɪgʹzamʌɪnɪŋ/ /ðə/ /weɪz/ /ðat/
/ʹpi:p(ə)l/ /əʹfԑkt/ /ðə/ /ԑnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt//
//ðeɪ/ /hav/ /faʊnd/ /ðat/ /wɪ/ /kɔ:zɪŋ/ /ԑ:/ /pɒʹlu:ʃ(ə)n/ /dԑfɒrԑʹsteʃ(ə)n/ /ənd/ /ʹʌðə/
/ʹprɒbləm/ /ðat/ /ʹden(d)ʒ(ə)rəs/ /bɒθ/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /ə:θ/ /ənd/ /awəʹsԑlvs//
//wʌn/ /ɒv/ /ðə/ /mɒst/ /ɪmʹpɔ:t(ə)nt/ /kɔ:zԑs/ /ɒv/ /pɒʹlu:ʃ(ə)n/ /ɪz/ /ə/ /hʌɪ/ /ret/ /ɒv/
/ʹԑnԑrʤi/ /ʹju:seʤ/ /bʌɪ/ /ʹmɒdԑ:n/ /ʹgrɔ:wɪŋ/ /pɒʹlu:ʃ(ə)n//
/ɪt/ /ɪz/ /ɪm’pɔ:t(ə)nt/ /fɔ:/ /sɒ’sʌɪətis/ /ðat/ /tʊʹgԑðə/ /wɪl/ /infɔ:m/ /ənd/ /drʌɪv/
/ԑnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt/ /dɪ’siʒ(ə)n//
//ɔ:nli/ /wԑn/ /ðə/ /lɑ:st/ /tri:/ /‘hԑz/ /dӕd//
//ðə/ /lʌst/ /‘rɪvə:/ /‘hasbi:n/ /‘pɔɪs(ə)nd/ /ənd/ /ðə/ /lʌst/ /fɪʃ/ /‘has/ /bɪn/ /kɔgt//
//wɪl/ /wi:/ /‘rɪlʌɪz/ /ðat/ /wi:/ /‘kӕnɒt/ /i:t/ /‘mʌni?//
xcix
Transcription of P05 Performance test (Thalita Kharin 163221103)
‘Good morning ladies and gentlemen, welcome to this seminar, entitled’
‘Save Environment Material’
‘Let me introduce myself, my name is Thalita Kharin as moderator’
‘Before we start the presentation, I would like to read the sequence of this seminar’
‘The seminar is divided into four sessions’
‘Opening’
‘Presentations’
‘Discussion’
‘Closing’
‘And now, I would like to invite Miss Ayu Purnamasari as the presenter, time is
yours’
‘That was the presentation by Miss Ayu Purnamasari present how to be healthy life’
‘Finally we come to the last session of the seminar’
‘Thank you to all the audience for your participation’
cPhonetic Transcription of P05
//gʊd/ /‘mɔrnɪŋ/ /lædɪz/ /ænd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/ /‘wԑlkʌm/ /tʊ/ /ðɪs/ /‘sԑmɪnɑ:/
/ԑn’tʌɪt(ə)ld/
/sev/ /ԑnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt/ /mə’tərɪəl//
//lԑt/ /mi:/ /ɪntrᴐ:dӡʊs/ /mʌɪ’sԑlf/ /mʌɪ/ /nem/ /ɪz/ /tʌlɪtʌ/ /kʌrɪn/ /æz/ /‘mɒdərʌtɔ://
//bɪ’fɔ:/ /wi:/ /stɑ:t/ /ðə/ /prԑs(ə)n’teʃ(ə)n//
//ʌɪ/ /wʊd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/ /ri:d/ /ðə/ /‘səkwəns/ /ɒv/ /ðɪs/ /‘sԑmɪnɑr//
//ðə/ /‘sԑmɪnɑr/ /ɪs/ /dɪ’vʌɪdɪd/ /‘ɪntʊ/ /fɔr/ /‘sԑʃəns//
//ʹɒpənɪŋ//
//prԑzənʹteʃəns//
//dɪʹskʌʃən//
//klɔ:sɪŋ//
//ԑnd/ /naʊ/ /ʌɪ/ /wʊd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/ /ɪn’vʌɪt/ /mɪs/ /ʌju:/ /pʊrnʌmʌsʌrɪ/ /æz/ /ðə/
/prɪsԑntə:/ /tʌԑm/ /ɪs/ /jɔrz//
//ðat/ /wəs/ /ðə/ /prԑzənʹteʃəns/ /bʌԑ/ /mɪs/ /ʌju:/ /pʊrnʌmʌsʌrɪ/ /‘prɪzənt/ /haʊ/ /tʊ/
/bi/ /hԑlθɪ/ /lʌԑf//
//’fʌɪnəli/ /wi:/ /kʌm/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /lɑ:st/ /‘sԑʃən/ /ɒv/ /ðə/ /‘sԑmɪnɑr//
ci
//θaŋk/ /ju:/ /tʊ/ /ɔ:l/ /ðə/ /ʌʊ:dɪəns/ /fɔr/ /jɔr/ /pɑ:tɪsɪpənt//
Transcription of P06 Performance test (Ayu Purnamasari 163221081)
‘Water pollution is the introduction into fresh or ocean water of chemical, physical,
or biological materials’
‘That degrades the quality of the water and affects the organisms living in it’
‘Every intelligent people should be wise enough not to pollute water in any way’
‘By research and legislation the pollution of water bodies even though not entirely
prevented must be effectively controlled’
‘Land pollution is the degradation of the earth’s land surface through misuse of the
soil by poor agricultural’
‘It includes visible waste and litter as well as pollutions of the soil itself’
‘It is our responsibility to do everything that should we do to take care our
environment and our earth’
‘It will help us to make our earth a better place to live’
cii
Phonetic Transcription of P06
//’wʌtə:/ /pɒ’lu:ʃən/ /ɪs/ /ðə/ /ɪntrɒ’dʌkʃən/ /frԑs/ /ɔ:/ /ɔ:ʃən/ /’wʌtə:/ /ɒv/ /‘ʧəmɪkəl/
/‘fɪsɪk(ə)l/ /ɔ:/ /bɪɔ:’lɒʤɪk(ə)l/ /mə’tərɪəl//
//ðԑt/ /də’greds/ /ðə/ /‘kʊɒlɪti/ /ɒv/ /ðə/ /’wʌtə/ /ənd/ /ə’fԑkts/ /ðə/ /‘ɔ:gənʌɪzəms/
/‘lɪvɪŋ/ /ɪn/ /ɪt//
//’ԑvəri/ /ɪn’tԑləʤənt/ /‘pi:pəl/ /sʊd/ /bi:/ /wԑɪz/ /ɪ’nʌf/ /nɒt/ /tʊ/ /pɒʹlu:t/ /’wʌtə:/ /ɪn/
/‘æni/ /weɪ//
//bʌɪ/ /rɪ’sə:ʧ/ /ənd/ /ləʤɪs’leʃ(ə)n/ /ðə/ /pɒʹlu:ʃ(ə)n/ /ɒv/ /’wʌtə:/  /‘bɒdi:s/ /‘i:v(ə)n/
/ðɔ:g/ /nɒt/ /ɪn’tʌɪ:li/ /prɪ’vԑntəd/ /mʌst/ /bɪ/ /ԑ’fԑktɪvəli/ /kɔ:n’trɔ:ləd//
//land/ /pɒʹlu:ʃ(ə)n/ /ɪs/ /ðə/ /dԑgrə’deʃ(ə)n/ /ɒv/ /ðə/ /ə:θs/ /land/ /‘su:fԑs/ /θrɔ:g/
/mɪs’su:s/ /ɒv/ /ðə/ /sɔɪl/ /bʌɪ/ /pu:/ /əgrɪ’kʌlʧərəl//
//ɪt/ /ɪn’klu:ds/ /‘vɪsɪbəl/ /wԑst/ /ənd/ /‘lɪtə/ /az/ /wԑl/ /az/ /pɒʹlu:ʃ(ə)n/ /ɒv/ /ðə/ /sɔɪl/
/ɪt’sԑlf//
//ɪt/ /ɪz/ /awə:/ /rԑ’spɒnsə’bɪlɪtɪ/ /tʊ/ /du:/ /‘ԑvrɪθɪŋ/ /ðat/ /ʃʊd/ /wɪ/ /du:/ /tʊ/ /tek/
/kԑ:/ /awə:/ /ԑnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt/ /ənd/ /awə:/ /ə:θ//
//ɪt/ /wɪl/ /hԑlp/ /ʌs/ /tʊ/ /mӕk/ /awə:/ /ə:θ/ /ə/ /‘bԑtə:/ /ples/ /tʊ/ /lɪv//
ciii
Transcription of P07 Performance test (Wahyudin Saptohadi 163221084)
‘Honorable speakers distinguished guest and all of my beloved audiences’
‘It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the seminar of “how to be a good
student”’
‘Ladies and gentlemen, before we proceed to the main program, let me introduce
the agenda’
‘Opening’
‘Presentation’
‘Discussion’
‘Closing’
‘Well, happy audience’
‘Before the panel presentation and discussion started’
‘Let me introduce to you our presenter on this seminar, she is Miss Herlanggita, the
floor is yours’
civ
‘Thank you to Miss Herlanggita, we hope we can got the positive effects from this
seminar’
‘I have to say thanks also to all of the audiences who came to this seminar’
Phonetic Transcription of P07
//hɒnə:’rə:bl(ə)/ /‘spi:kər/ /dɪ’stɪŋgʊwɪʃt/ /gæst/ /ænd/ /ɔ:l/ /ɒv/ /mʌɪ/ /bə’lɒvəd/
/‘ʌu:dɪəns//
//ɪt/ /gɪvs/ /mi:/ /gret/ /‘plԑʃ/ /tʊ/ /‘wԑlkʌm/ /ju:/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /səmɪnɑr/ /ɒv/ /haʊ/ /tʊ/
/bi:/ /ə/ /gʊd/ /‘stu:d(ə)nt//
//lædɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/, /bɪ’fɔ:/ /wɪ/ /prɔ:’si:d/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /meɪn/ /‘prɒgram/, /lԑt/
/mi:/ /ɪntrɒdju:s/ /ðə/ /ʌ’ʤԑndə//
//ʹɒpənɪŋ//
//prԑzənʹteʃəns//
//dɪʹskʌʃən//
//klɔ:sɪŋ//
//wԑl/, /‘hepɪ/ /‘ɔ:dɪəns//
//bɪ’fɔ:/ /ðə/ /‘panԑl/ /prԑzənʹteʃəns/ /ənd/ /dɪʹskʌʃən/ /stɑ:tԑt//
cv
//lԑt/ /mi:/ /ɪntrɒ’dju:s/ /tʊ/ /ju:/ /awə:/ /prɪsԑntə:/ /ɒn/ /ðɪs/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /ʃi:/ /ɪs/ /mɪs/
/hԑrlʌŋgɪtʌ/ /ðə/ /flɔ:/ /ɪs/ /jɔ:z//
//θaŋk/ /ju:/ /tʊ/ /mɪs/ /hԑrlʌŋgɪtʌ/ /wi:/ /hɒp/ /wi:/ /kan/ /gɒt/ /ðə/ /‘pɒzɪtɪf/ /ɪ’fԑkts/
/frɒm/ /ðɪs/ /sԑmɪnɑ://
//ʌɪ/ /hav/ /tʊ/ /seɪ/ /θaŋks/ /ʌlsɒ/ /tʊ/ /ɔ:l/ /ɒv/ /ðə/ /‘ɔ:dɪəns/ /hu:/ /kæm/ /tʊ/ /ðɪs/
/sԑmɪnɑ://
Transcription  P08 Performance test (Herlanggita Nourma Gupita163221086)
‘Good morning everybody’
‘Thank you for coming to my presentation today’
‘My name is Herlanggita Nourma Gupita, as you know I am the inspirator of
education’
‘In this opportunity to stand up in this seminar’
‘I would like to talk about how to be a good student’
‘Being a good student has more benefits than just getting good grades’
‘It can help you get into the college you want and even obtain a scholarship’
‘I want to share my experience some tips on how to be a good student’
‘Pay attention in class and take notes’
cvi
‘Do your homework on time’
‘Develop a long-term study plan’
‘Don’t be afraid to ask for extra help’
Phonetic Transcription of P08
//gʊd/ /ʹmɔrnɪŋ/ /ʹԑvrɪbɒdi//
//θaŋk/ /ju:/ /fɔ:/ /ʹkʌmɪŋ/ /tʊ/ /mʌɪ/ /prԑzənʹteʃəns/ /tʊʹdeɪ//
//mʌɪ/ /nem/ /ɪz/ /hԑrlʌŋgɪtʌ/ /nɒʊrmʌ/ /gʊpɪtʌ/ /as/ /ju:/ /nɒʊ/ /ʌɪ/ /ԑm/ /ðə/
/ɪnʹspɪrԑt(ə)r/ /ɒv/ /ԑdʊʹkeʃ(ə)n//
//ɪn/ /ðɪs/ /ɒpəʹtu:nɪti/ /tʊ/ /stand/ /ʌp/ /ɪn/ /ðɪs/ /sԑmɪnɑ://
//ʌɪ/ /wʊd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/ /tɔ:k/ /əʹbaʊt/ /hɒʊ/ /tʊ/ /bi:/ /ə/ /gʊd/ /ʹstu:d(ə)nt//
//ʹbi:ɪŋ/ /ə/ /gʊd/ /ʹstu:d(ə)nt/ /haz/ /mɔ:/ /ʹbԑnəfɪt/ /ðan/ /ʤʌst/ /gԑtɪŋ/ /gʊd/ /greɪds//
//ɪt /kan/ /hԑlp/ /ju:/ /gԑt/ /ʹɪntʊ/ /ðə/ /ʹkɒlԑʤ/ /ju:/ /wɒnt/ /ənd/ /ʹi:v(ə)n/ /ɒbʹteɪn/ /ə/
/ʹskɒlɑ:ʃɪp//
cvii
//ʌɪ/ /wɒnt/ /tʊ/ /ʃԑ:/ /mʌɪ/ /ԑkʹspԑrɪəns/ /sʌm/ /tɪps/ /ɒn/ /haʊ/ /tʊ/ /bi:/ /ə/ /gʊd/
/ʹstju:d(ə)nt//
//peɪ/ /əʹtԑnʃ(ə)n/ /ɪn/ /klɑ:s/ /ənd/ /tek/ /nɒts//
//du:/ /jɔ:/ /ʹhɒʊmwɒ:k/ /ɒn/ /tʌɪm//
//dԑʹvԑləp/ /ə/ /lɒŋ/ /tə:m/ /ʹstʌdi/ /plan//
//dɔ:nt/ /bi:/ /əʹfreɪd/ /tʊ/ /ɑ:sk/ /fɔ:/ /ʹԑkstra/ /hԑlp//
Transcription of P09 Performance test (Dewi Farida 163221096)
‘Honorable speakers distinguished guest and all of my beloved audiences’
‘Welcome to the seminar of save environment’
‘I’m Dewi Farida happy welcome you to the first seminar of save environment’
‘It gives me great pleasure to welcome to you to the seminar of ways to save
environment’
‘Ladies and gentlemen, before we start our program, I’d like to inform you the
agenda of the seminar today’
‘Opening’
‘Presentation’
cviii
‘Discussion’
‘Closing’
‘Well happy audience, the panel presentation and discussion will be presented by
Miss Lia Safitri, time is yours’
‘Thank you for all of speakers’
‘Ladies and gentlemen, I hope you’ve found this morning’s presentation and
discussion information and useful’
Phonetic Transcription of P09
//hɒnɔ:’rəbl(ə)/ /‘spi:kə/ /dɪ’stɪŋgwɪʃt/ /gԑst/ /ənd/ /ɔ:l/ /ɒv/ /mʌɪ/ /bɪ’lʌvɪd/
/‘ɔ:dɪəns//
//‘wԑlkʌm/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /ɒv/ /seɪv/ /ԑn’vɪrənm(ə)nt//
//ʌɪm/ /ʹdewi/ /fʌrɪdʌ/ /ʹhapi/ /ʹwԑlkʌm/ /ju:/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /fərst/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /ɑv/ /seɪv/
/ԑn’vɪrənm(ə)nt//
//lædɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/ /bɪ’fɔr/ /wi:/ /stɑrt/ /aʊər/ /‘prɒgram/, /ʌɪd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/
/ɪnʹfɔ:m/ /ju:/ /ðə/ /ʌ’ʤԑndʌ/ /ɒv/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /tʊ’deɪ// /
//’ɔ:p(ə)nɪŋ//
//prԑz(ə)n’teɪʃ(ə)ns//
cix
//dɪ’skʌʃ(ə)n//
//kləʊsɪŋ//
//wԑl/, /‘hapi/ /‘ʌʊdɪəns/ /ðə/ /‘pan(ə)l/ /prԑz(ə)n’teɪʃ(ə)ns/ /ənd/ /dɪ’skʌʃ(ə)n/ /wɪl/
/bɪ/ /prɪ’zԑntԑd/ /bʌɪ/  /mɪs/ /lɪʌ/ /sʌfɪtrɪ/ /tʌɪm/ /ɪz/ /jɔ:z//
//θaŋk/ /jʊ/ /fɔ:/ /ɔ:l/ /ʹspi:kəs//
//lædɪz/ /ænd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/, /ʌɪ/ /hɒp/ /jʊ:/ /hav/ /faʊnd/ /ðɪs/ /mɔ:nɪŋs/
/prԑz(ə)n’teʃ(ə)ns/ /ənd/ /dɪ’skʌʃ(ə)n/ /ɪnfɒʹmeʃ(ə)n/ /‘ju:sfʊl//
Transcription of P10 Performance test (Lia Safitri 163221095)
‘Good morning ladies and gentlemen’
‘I’d like to talk about some ways to save our environment’
‘Environment is a part of the earth that includes living things such as humans,
animals and plants and other objects’
‘Moving on to the next section I’ll talk about how we can create an environment
into a good environment’
‘A good environment can be created when there is a balance between living
creatures with one and other things’
cx
‘The development of this innovation is not balanced with the result of what the
innovation result’
‘Now, I’d like to turn to another solutions or ways to save our environment’
‘There are ways to preserve the environment can be done in the following ways’
‘Provide a trash can in an environment’
‘Conducting group on waste is important to do’
‘Use a good waste management system for the environment and household’
‘Reforestation’
‘Perform cleaning of sewers around the house’
Phonetic Transcription of P10
//gʊd/ /‘mɔ:nɪŋ/ /lӕdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/ /ʌɪd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ//
//tɔ:k/ /ə’baʊt/ /sʌm/ /weɪz/ /tʊ/ /seɪv/ /ʌʊə:/ /εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt//
//εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt/ /ɪz/ /ə/ /pɑ:t/ /ɒv/ /ðə/ /ə:θ/ /ðat/ /ɪn’klu:d/ /‘lɪvɪŋ/ /θɪŋ/ /sʌʧ/ /ʌz/
/‘hju:məns/ /‘anɪm(ə)ls/ /ənd/ /plɑ:nts/ /ənd/ /ʌðə:/ /‘ɒbʤεkts//
//‘mu:vɪŋ/ /ɒn/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /nεkst/ /‘sεkʃən/ /ʌɪl/ /tɔ:k/ /ə’baʊt/ /hɔʊ/ /wɪ/ /kan/ /kri:et/
/ən/ /εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt/ /‘ɪntʊ/ /ə/ /gʊd/ /εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt//
cxi
//ə/ /gʊd/ /εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt/ /kan/ /bi:/ /kri:etɪd/ /wεn/ /ðε:/ /ɪz/ /ə/ /‘bӕl(ə)ns/
/bɪ’twi:n/ /‘lɪvɪŋ/ /‘krɪəʧə:/ /wɪð/ /wʌn/ /ənd/ /יʌðə:/ /θɪŋs//
//θə/ /de’vεləpm(ə)nt/ /ɒv/ /ðɪs/ /ɪnɒ’veʃ(ə)n/ /ɪz/ /nɒt/ /‘bӕl(ə)ns/ /wɪð/ /θə/ /rɪ’zəlt/
/ɒv/ /wɒt/ /θə/ /ɪnɒ’veʃ(ə)n/ /rɪ’zəlt//
//naʊ/ /ʌɪd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/ /tə:n/ /tʊ/ /əʹnʌðə:/ /səʹlu:ʃəns/ /ɔ:/ /weɪz/ /tʊ/ /seɪv/ /aʊə:/
/ɪnʹvʌɪrənm(ə)nt//
//ðε:/ /ɑ:/ /weɪz/ /tʊ/ /prɪʹsə:v/ /θə/ /εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt/ /kan/ /bi:/ /dʌn/ /ɪn/ /θə/
/ʹfɒlɒʊɪŋ/ /weɪz/
/prɒʹvʌɪd/ /ə/ /trӕʃ/  /kӕn/ /ɪn/ /ən/ /εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt//
//ʹkɒndʌktɪŋ/ /gru:p/ /ɒn/ /weɪst/ /ɪz/ /ɪmʹpɔ:t(ə)nt/ /tʊ/ /du://
/ju:z/ /ə/ /gʊd/ /weɪst/ /ʹmεnεʤəm(ə)nt/ /ʹsɪstəm/ /fɔ:/ /θə/ /εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt/ /ənd/
/ʹhaʊshɔ:ld/
/ri:fɒrεʹsteʃ(ə)n/ /ənd/ /pəʹfɔ:m/ /kli:nɪŋ/ /ɒv/ /ʹsu:ə:s/ /əʹraʊnd/ /θə/ /haʊs//
Transcription of P11 Performance test (Avifatul Chusna 163221059)
‘Honorable speakers, distinguished guests and all of my beloved audiences.’
‘I’m Avifatul Chusna happy to welcome you to the Seminar Education Say No to
Drugs.’
‘Nowadays we find almost people use drugs. It is very danger for them, so now we
will discuss about risk of drugs.’
cxii
‘Ladies and gentlemen, before we start our program,  I’d like to read you the
arrangement of our seminar’
‘Opening’
‘Presentations’
‘Discussions’
‘Closing ‘
‘Well, happy audience. The first agenda is opening. Let’s open our agenda this
morning by reading basmallah together.’
‘Thank you.’
‘The second agenda is the panel presentations from our three speakers.’
‘The panel presentations and discussions will be moderated by Mrs.Nugraheni
Nurul’
‘Oke for now will be moderated by Mrs. Nugraheni Nurul the floor is yours.’
‘And seminar education will be presented by Mrs. Salma Damayanti’
Phonetic Transcription of P11
//ɒnɔ:’rɑ:bl(ə)/ /‘spi:kə/ /dɪ’stɪŋgwɪʃt/ /gԑst/ /ənd/ /ɔ:l/ /ɒv/ /mʌɪ/ /bɪ’lʌvɪd/
/‘ɔ:dɪəns//
//ʌɪm/ /Avifatul/ /Chusna/ /ʹhapi/ /ʹwԑlkəm/ /ju:/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /ɑv/
/εdjʊʹkeɪʃ(ə)n/ /seɪ/ /nəʊ/ /tʊ/ /drʌgs//
cxiii
//ʹnaʊdəɪz/ /wi:/ /fʌɪnd/ /ʹɔƖməʊst/ /ʹpi:p(ə)Ɩ/ /ju:z/ /drʌgs/ /ɪt/ /ɪz/ /ʹvεri/ /ʹdeɪn(d)ʒə/
/fɔ:/ /ðεm/ /səʊ/ /naʊ/ /wi:/ /wɪƖ/ /dɪʹskʌs/ /əʹbaʊt/ /rɪsk/ /ɒv/ /drʌgs//
//leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/ /bɪ’ɔ:/ /wi:/ /stɑ:t/ /aʊə/ /‘prəʊgram/, /ʌɪd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/
/ɪnʹfɔ:m/ /ju:/ /ðə/ /ə’ʤԑndə/ /ɒv/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /tə’deɪ// /
//’əʊp(ə)nɪŋ//
//prԑz(ə)n’teɪʃ(ə)ns//
//dɪ’skʌʃ(ə)n//
//kləʊsɪŋ//
//wԑl/, /‘hapi/ /‘ɔ:dɪəns/ /ðə/ /‘pan(ə)l/ /prԑz(ə)n’teɪʃ(ə)n/ /ənd/ /dɪ’skʌʃ(ə)n/ /wɪl/ /bɪ/
/prɪ’zԑntԑd/ /bʌɪ/  /mɪs/ /lɪʌ/ /sʌfɪtrɪ/ /tʌɪm/ /ɪz/ /jɔ:z//
//θaŋk/ /jʊ/ /fɔ:/ /ɔ:l/ /ʹspi:kəs//
//leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/, /ʌɪ/ /həʊp/ /jʊ:/ /hav/ /faʊnd/ /ðɪs/ /mɔ:nɪŋs/
/prԑz(ə)n’teɪʃ(ə)ns/ /ənd/ /dɪ’skʌʃ(ə)n/ /ɪnfəʹmeɪʃ(ə)n/ /‘ju:sfʊl//
Transcription of P12 Performance test (Salma Damayanti 163221036)
‘The dangers of drugs for human health and how to handle them.’
‘On this occasion of discussion we will discuss about the dangers of drugs for
human health and some ways of handling it.’
cxiv
‘In general narcotics means a substance that can cause changes in feelings, and
observation.’
‘Based on the effects of the wearer, drugs are grouped as follows.’
‘Hallucinogens are the effects of drugs can cause a person to ber-hallinasiinasi by
seeing a thing / object that is not real.’
‘Stimulants, namely the effects of drugs that can lead to the work of organs’
‘Depressants, the effects of drugs that can suppress the central nervous system and
reduce the functional activity of the body.’
‘Then Addictive, the effects of addictive drugs.’
‘Someone who has been taking drugs usually will want and want again.’
‘If too long and already dependence of drugs then gradually organs in the body will
be damaged.’
‘If it exceeds the dose then the user will overdose and eventually result in death.’
‘There are several effects of drugs for health.’
Phonetic Transcription of P12
//ðə/ /ʹdeɪn(d)ʒ(ə)rəs/ /ɒv/ /drʌgs/ /fɔ:/ /ʹhju:mən/ /hεƖθ/ /ənd/ /haʊ/ /tʊ/ /ʹhand(ə)Ɩ/
/ðəm//
cxv
//ɒn/ /ðɪs/ /əʹkeɪʒ(ə)n/ /ɒv/ /dɪʹskʌʃ(ə)n/ /wɪ/ /wɪƖ/ /dɪʹskʌs/ /əʹbaʊt/ /ðə/
/ʹdeɪn(d)ʒ(ə)rəs/ /ɒv/ /drʌgs/ /fɔ:/ /ʹhju:mən/ /hεƖθ/ /ənd/ /sʌm/ /weɪz/ /ɒv/
/ʹhand(ə)Ɩɪŋ/ /ɪt//
//ɪn/ /ʹʤεn(ə)r(ə)Ɩ/ /nɑ:ʹkɒtɪk/ /mi:nz/ /ə/ /ʹsʌbst(ə)ns/ /ðat/ /kan/ /kɔ:z/ /ʧeɪn(d)ʒ/ /ɪn/
/ʹfi:lɪŋs/ /ənd/ /ɒbzəʹveɪʃ(ə)n//
//beɪsd/ /ɒn/ /ðə/ /ɪʹfεkt/ /ɒv/ /ðə/ /ʹwε:rə/ /drʌgs/ /ɑ:/ /ʹgru:pə/ /az/ /ʹfɒƖəʊ//
//həʹlu:sɪnəʤ(ə)n/ /ɑ:/ /ðə/ /ɪʹfεkt/ /ɒv/ /drugs/ /drʌgs/ /kɔ:z/ /ə/ /ʹpə:s(ə)n/ /tʊ/ /ber-
hallusinasi/ /bʌɪ/ /ʹsi:ɪŋ/ /ə/ /ðɪŋ/ /ʹɒbʤεkt/ /ðat/ /ɪz/ /nɒt/ /ri:Ɩ//
//ʹstɪmjʊƖənt/ /ʹneɪmƖi/ /ðə/ /ɪʹfεkt/ /ɒv/ /drʌgs/ /ðat/ /kan/ /Ɩi:d/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /wə:k/ /ɒv/
/ʹɔ:g(ə)ns//
//dɪʹprεs(ə)nts/ /ðə/ /ɪʹfεkt/ /ɒv/ /drʌgs/ /ðat/ /kan/ /səʹprεs/ /ðə/ /ʹsεntr(ə)Ɩ/ /ʹnə:vəs/
/ʹsɪstəm/ /ənd/ /rɪʹdju:s/ /ðə/ /ʹfʌŋ(k)ʃ(ə)n(ə)Ɩ/ /ʌktɪvɪti/ /ɑv/ /ðə/ /ʹbɑdi//
//ðεn/ /əʹdɪktɪv/ /ðə/ /ɪʹfεkt/ /ɒv/ /əʹdɪktɪv/ /drʌgs//
//ʹsʌmwʌn/ /hu:/ /hzs/ /bi:n/ /ʹteɪkɪŋ/ /drʌgs/ /ʹju:ʒʊəƖi/ /wɪƖ/ /wɒnt/ /ənd/ /wɒnt/
/əʹgεn//
//ɪf/ /tʊ/ /Ɩɒŋ/ /ənd/ /ɔ:Ɩrεdi/ /dɪʹpεnd(ə)ns/ /ɒv/ /drʌgs/ /ðan/ /ʹgraʤʊƖɪ/ /ʹɔ:g(ə)ns/ /ɪn/
/ðə/ /ʹbɒdi/ /wɪƖ/ /bɪ/ /ʹdamɪʤ//
//ɪf/ /ɪt/ /ɪkʹsi:d/ /ðən/ /dəʊs/ /ðən/ /ðə/ /ʹju:zə/  /ʹəʊvədəʊs/ /ənd/ /ɪʹvεntʃʊ(ə)Ɩi/
/rɪʹzltesult/ /ɪn/ /dεθ//
//ðε:/ /ɑ:/ /ʹsεv(ə)r/ /ɪʹfεkt/ /ɑv/ /drʌgs/ /fɔ:r/ /hεƖθ//
Transcription of P13 Performance Test (Mas'ud Madhani Sanjaya 163221055)
cxvi
‘The dangers of drugs against the physical’
‘Disturbances in the nervous system’
‘Disorders of the heart and blood vessels’
‘Disorders of the skin’
‘Disorders of the lungs’
‘Frequent headaches, nausea and vomiting, morphology, elevated body
temperature, lowered liver, and insomnia’
‘Disorders of reproductive health are disorders of endocrine’
‘Disorders of reproductive health in adolescent girls include changes in menstrual
periods’
‘For injecting drug users, especially the sharing of syringes, the risk is contracting
diseases like HIV’
‘The dangers of drugs can be fatal when there is an overdose of drug can lead to
death.’
cxvii
Phonetic Transcription of P13
//ðə/ /ʹdeɪn(d)ʒ(ə)rəs/ /ɒv/ /drʌgs/ /əʹgεnst/ /ðə/ /ʹfɪzɪk(ə)Ɩ//
//dɪʹstə:b(ə)ns/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /ʹnə:vəs/ /ʹsɪstəm//
//dɪsʹɔ:də/ /ɑv/ /ðə/ /hɑ:t/ /ənd/ /bƖʌd/ /ʹvεs(ə)Ɩs//
//dɪsʹɔ:də/ /ɑv/ /ðə/ /skɪn//
//dɪsʹɔ:də/ /ɑv/ /ðə/ /Ɩʌŋs//
//ʹfri:kw(ənt)/ /ʹhεdeɪk/ /ʹnɔ:sɪə/ /ənd/ /ʹvɒmɪtɪŋ/ /mɔ:ʹfɒƖəʤi/ /ʹεƖɪveɪtɪd/ /ʹbɒdi/
/ʹtεmp(ə)rəʧə/ /ʹƖəʊəɪd/ /ʹƖɪvə/ /ənd/ /ɪnʹsɒmnɪə//
//dɪsʹɔ:də/ /ɑv/ /ri;prəʹdʌktɪv/ /hεƖθ/ /ɑ:/ //dɪsʹɔ:də/ /ɑv/ /ʹεndə(ʊ)krʌɪn//
//dɪsʹɔ:də/ /ɑv/ /ri;prəʹdʌktɪv/ /hεƖθ/ /ɪn/ /adəʹlεs(ə)nt/ /gə:Ɩ/ /ɪnʹkƖu:d/ /ʧeɪn(d)ʒ/ /ɪn/
/ʹmεnstrʊəƖ/ /ʹpɪərɪəds//
//fɔ:/ /ɪnʹʤεktɪŋ/ /drʌgs/ /ʹju:zə:(s)/ /ɪʹspεʃ(ə)Ɩi/ /ðə/ /ʹʃε:rɪŋ/ /ɑv/ /sɪʹrɪn(d)ʒ/ /ðə/ /rɪsk/
/ɪz/ /kənʹtraktɪŋ/ /dɪʹzi:zɪŋ/ /Ɩʌɪk/ /eɪʧʌɪʹvi://
//ðə/ /ʹdeɪn(d)ʒ(ə)rəs/ /ɒv/ /drʌgs/ /kʌn/ /bɪ/ /ʹfeɪt(əƖ)/ /wεn/ /ðε:/ /ɪz/ /ən/ /ʹəʊvədəʊs/
/ɒv/ /drʌgs/ /kʌn/ /Ɩi:d/ /tʊ/ /dεθ//
cxviii
Transcription of P14 Performance Test (Fauziah Fatkhu Rahmawati 163221063)
‘Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen.’
‘Honorable speakers, distinguished guests and all of my beloved audiences.’
‘It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the Seminar of “Society and
Environment”.’
‘First of all, let’s thank to Allah SWT, who has given us mercies and blessings so
we can attend this program in healthy condition, without any problem.’
‘Ladies and gentlemen, before we start our program,’
‘Let me introduce myself. My name is Fauziah Fatkhu Rahmawati as the Master of
Ceremony of the seminar today.’
‘Then, I would like to inform you the agenda of the seminar today. There are four
agendas:’
‘Opening’
‘Presentations’
‘Discussions’
‘Closing ‘
‘Well, happy audience.The first agenda is opening. Let’s open our agenda this
morning by reading basmallah together.’
‘Thank you.’
‘The second agenda is the panel presentations from our good speaker. The panel
presentations and discussions will be moderated by Miss Khairi Anjaina.’
cxix
‘Now, ladies and gentlemen this is the time to close our agenda.’
‘Let’s close our agenda in this morning by reading hamdallah together.’
Phonetic Transcription of P14
//gʊd/ /ɑ:ftəʹnu:n/ /leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən//
//ɒnɔ:’rɑ:bl(ə)/ /‘spi:kə/ /dɪ’stɪŋgwɪʃt/ /gԑst/ /ənd/ /ɔ:l/ /ɒv/ /mʌɪ/ /bɪ’lʌvɪd/
/‘ɔ:dɪəns//
//‘wԑlkəm/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /ɒv/ /seɪv/ /ɪn’vʌɪrənm(ə)nt//
//fə:st/ /ɒv/ /ɔ:Ɩ/ /Ɩεts/ /θaŋk/ /tʊ/ /Allah SWT/ /hu:/ /ʹhaz/ /ʹgɪv(ə)n/ /ʌs/ /ʹmə:sɪs/
/ənd/ /ʹbƖεsɪŋs/ /səʊ/ /wi:/ /kan/ /əʹtεnd/ /ðɪs/ /ʹprəʊgram/ /ɪn/ /ʹhεƖθi/ /kənʹdɪʃ(ə)n/
/wɪðʹaʊt/ /ʹεnɪ/ /ʹprɒbləm//
//ʌɪm/ /Fauziah/ /Fatkhu/ /Rahmawati/ /ʹhapi/ /ʹwԑlkəm/ /ju:/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /ɑv/
/εdjʊʹkeɪʃ(ə)n/ /seɪ/ /nəʊ/ /tʊ/ /drʌgs//
//ʹnaʊdəɪz/ /wi:/ /fʌɪnd/ /ʹɔƖməʊst/ /ʹpi:p(ə)Ɩ/ /ju:z/ /drʌgs/ /ɪt/ /ɪz/ /ʹvεri/
//leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/ /bɪ’ɔ:/ /wi:/ /stɑ:t/ /aʊə/ /‘prəʊgram/, /ʌɪd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/
/ɪnʹfɔ:m/ /ju:/ /ðə/ /ə’ʤԑndə/ /ɒv/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /tə’deɪ// /
//’əʊp(ə)nɪŋ//
//prԑz(ə)n’teɪʃ(ə)ns//
//dɪ’skʌʃ(ə)n//
//kləʊsɪŋ//
//wԑl/, /‘hapi/ /‘ɔ:dɪəns/ /ðə/ /‘pan(ə)l/ /prԑz(ə)n’teɪʃ(ə)n/ /ənd/ /dɪ’skʌʃ(ə)n/ /wɪl/ /bɪ/
/prɪ’zԑntԑd/ /bʌɪ/  /mɪs/ /lɪʌ/ /sʌfɪtrɪ/ /tʌɪm/ /ɪz/ /jɔ:z//
cxx
//θaŋk/ /jʊ/ /fɔ:/ /ɔ:l/ /ʹspi:kəs//
//leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/, /ʌɪ/ /həʊp/ /jʊ:/ /hav/ /faʊnd/ /ðɪs/ /mɔ:nɪŋs/
/prԑz(ə)n’teɪʃ(ə)ns/ /ənd/ /dɪ’skʌʃ(ə)n/ /ɪnfəʹmeɪʃ(ə)n/ /‘ju:sfʊl//
Transcription of P15 Performance Test (Khairi Anjaina 163221049)
‘Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen.’
‘It’s an honor for me to be the moderator of our seminar today.’
‘This seminar today is on five ways to save environment.’
‘Ladies and gentlemen, before we come to the panel presentation and discussion.’
‘I’d like to introduce you the presenter of the seminar today.’
‘Please welcome our good presenter, Miss. Retma Ayu, the floor is yours.’
‘Thank you Miss. Retma Ayu for the interesting presentation.’
‘Ladies and gentlemen, now I’d like to invite the audience to give comments or
suggestions’
‘Please raise your hand and tell me your name and where you are from’
‘I’m as the moderator would give the floor back to the MC. Thank you.’
cxxi
Phonetic Transcription of P15
//gʊd/ /ɑ:ftəʹnu:n/ /leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən//
//ɪts/ /ən/ /ʹɒnə/ /fɔ:/ /mi:/ /tʊ/ /bɪ/ /ðə/ /ʹmɒdəreɪtə/ /ɒv/ /aʊə/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /tə’deɪ//
//ðɪs/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /tə’deɪ/ /ɪz/ /ɒn/ /fʌɪv/ /weɪz/ /tʊ/ /seɪv/ /εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt//
//leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/ /bɪ’ɔ:/ /wi:/ /kʌm/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /‘pan(ə)l/ /prԑz(ə)n’teɪʃ(ə)n/
/ənd/ /dɪ’skʌʃ(ə)n//
//ʌɪd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/ /ɪnʹfɔ:m/ /ju:/ /ðə/ /prɪz’ԑntə/ /ɒv/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /tə’deɪ//
//pli:z/ /‘wԑlkəm/ /aʊə/ /gʊd/ /prɪ’zԑntə/ /mɪs/  /Retma/ /Ayu/ /ðə/ /flɔ:/ /ɪz/ /jɔ:z//
//θaŋk/ /ju:/ /fɔ:/ /mɪs/ /Retma/ /Ayu/ /fɔ:/ /ðə/ /ʹɪnt(ə)rɪstɪŋ/ /prԑz(ə)n’teɪʃ(ə)n//
//leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/ /naʊ/ /ʌɪd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/ /ɪnʹvʌɪt/ /ðə/ /ʹɔ:dɪəns/ /tʊ/ /gɪv/
/ʹkɒmεnts/  /ɔ:/ /səʹʤεstʃ(ə)ns//
//pli:z/ /reɪz/ /jɔ:/ /hand/ /ənd/ /tεƖ/ /mɪ/ /jɔ:/ /neɪm/ /ənd/ /wε:/ /ju:/ /ɑ:/ /frɒm//
//ʌɪm/ /ʌz/ /ðə/ /ʹmɒdəreɪtə/ /wʊd/ /gɪv/ /ðə/ /flɔ:/ /bak/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /εmʹsi://
//θaŋk/ /ju://
cxxii
Transcription of P16 Performance Test (Retma Ayu Ningtyas 163221056)
‘Environment is a part of the earth that includes living things such as humans,
animals and plants’
‘I’ll talk about how we can create an environment into a good environment.’
‘A good environment can be created when there is a balance between living
creatures with one and other things’
‘But rapid technological developments help people to find innovations that make it
easier for them to do the work.’
‘The development of this innovation is not balanced with the result of what the
innovation result.’
‘Regulation on environmental issues was enacted by some countries as learning and
habituation of its citizens to care more about the environment’
‘As an example to reduce the consumption of plastic bags by buying a plastic bag
paid’
‘Now, I’d like to turn to another solutions or ways to save our environment’
cxxiii
‘There are ways to preserve the environment can be done in the following ways:’
‘Provide a trash can in an environment’
‘Conducting group on waste is important to do.’
‘Use a good waste management system for the environment and household.’
‘Reforestation.’
‘Perform cleaning of sewers around the house.’
Phonetic Transcription of P16
//ðə/ /ɪnʹvʌɪrənm(ə)nt/ /ɪz/ /ə/ /pɑ:t/ /ɒv/ /ðə/ /ə:θ/ /ðat/ /ɪnʹklu:ds/ /ʹƖɪvɪŋ/ /ðɪŋs/ /sʌʧ/
/ʌz/ /ʹhju:məns/ /ʹanɪm(ə)Ɩs/ /ənd/ /pƖɑ:nts//
//ʌɪƖ/ /tɔ:k/ /əʹbaʊt/ /haʊ/ /wɪ/ /kan/ /kri:eɪt/ /ən/ /ðə/ /ɪnʹvʌɪrənm(ə)nt/ /ʹɪntʊ/ /ə/ /gʊd/
/ɪnʹvʌɪrənm(ə)nt/
/ə/ /gʊd/ /ɪnʹvʌɪrənm(ə)nt/ /kan/ /bɪ/ /kri:eɪteɪd/ /wεn/ /ðε:/ /ɪz/ /ə/ /ʹbaƖ(ə)ns/
/bɪʹtwi:n/ /ʹƖɪvɪŋ/ /ʹkri:ʧə:(s)/ /wɪθ/ /wʌn/ /ənd/ /ʌðə/ /ðɪŋs//
//bʌt/ /ʹrapɪd/ /tεknəʹƖɒʤɪk(ə)Ɩ/ /dɪʹvεƖəpm(ə)nt/ /hεƖp/ /pi:p(ə)Ɩ/ /tʊ/ /fʌɪnd/
/ɪnəʹveɪʃ(ə)ns/ /ðat/ /meɪk/ /ɪt/ /ʹi:zi/ /fɔ:/ /ðəm/ /tʊ/ /dʊ/ /ðə/ /wə:k//
//ðə/  /dɪʹvεƖəpm(ə)nt/ /ɒv/ /ðɪs/ /ɪnəʹveɪʃ(ə)ns/ /ɪz/ /nɒt/ /ʹbaƖ(ə)ns/ /wɪθ/ /ðə/ /rɪʹzʌƖt/
/ɒv/ /wɑt/ /ðə/ /ɪnəʹveɪʃ(ə)ns/ /rɪʹzʌƖt//
//rεgjʊʹlƖeɪʃ(ə)n/ /ɒn/ /ɪnʹvʌɪrənm(ə)nt/ /ʹɪʃu:s/ /wəz/ /ɪʹnakteɪd/ /bʌɪ/ /sʌm/ /ʹkʌntri:s/
/ʌz/ /ʹƖə:nɪŋ/ /ənd/ /həbɪʧʊʹeɪʃ(ə)n/ /ɒv/ /ɪts/ /ʹsɪtɪz(ə)n/ /tʊ/ /kε:/ /mɔ:/ /əʹbaʊt/ /ðə/
/ɪnʹvʌɪrənm(ə)nt//
//ʌz/ /ən/ /ɪgʹzɑ:mp(əƖ)/ /tʊ/ /rɪʹdju:s/ /ðə/ /kənʹsʌm(p)ʃ(ə)n/ /ɒv/ /ʹplastɪk/ /bags/ /bʌɪ/
/bʌi:ɪŋ/ /ə/ /ʹplastɪk/ /bags/ /peɪd//
//naʊ/ /ʌɪd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/ /tə:n/ /tʊ/ /əʹnʌðə/ /səʹƖu:ʃ(ə)n/ /ɔ:/ /weɪz/ /tʊ/ /seɪv/ /ɑʊə/
/ɪnʹvʌɪrənm(ə)nt//
cxxiv
//ðε:/ /ɑ:/ /weɪz/ /tʊ/ /prɪʹzə:v/ /ðə/ /ɪnʹvʌɪrənm(ə)nt/ /kan/ /bɪ/ /dʌn/ /ɪn/ /ðə/
/ʹfɒƖəʊɪŋ/ /weɪz//
//prəʹvʌɪd/ /ə/ /traʃ/ /kan/ /ɪn/ /ən/ /ɪnʹvʌɪrənm(ə)nt//
//ʹkɒndʌkt/ /gru:p/ /ɒn/ /weɪst/ /ɪz/ /ɪmʹpɔ:t(ə)nt/ /tʊ/ /dʊ//
//ju:z/ /ə/ /gʊd/ /weɪst/ /ʹmanɪʤm(ə)nt/ /ʹsɪstəm/ /fɔ:/ /ðə/ /ɪnʹvʌɪrənm(ə)nt/ /ənd/
/ʹhaʊshəʊld//
//ri:fɒrɪʹsteɪʃ(ə)n//
//pəʹfɔ:m/ /kƖi:n/ /ɒv/ /ʹsu:ə/ /əʹraʊnd/ /ðə/ /haʊs//
Transcription of P17 Performance Test (Diva Octaviananda 163221048)
‘Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen.’
‘Honorable speakers, distinguished guests and all of my beloved audiences.’
‘It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the Seminar of “Society and
Environment”.’
‘First of all, let’s thank to Allah SWT, who has given us mercies and blessings so
we can attend this program in healthy condition, without any problem.’
‘Ladies and gentlemen, before we start our program,’
‘Ladies and gentleman, stand in front of you all, I’m Diva, as master of ceremony.’
‘Before we start our program I’d like to read the list of the agenda of today’s
programs.’
‘Opening’
‘Presentations’
cxxv
‘Discussions’
‘Closing ‘
‘Well, happy audience.The first agenda is opening. Let’s open our agenda this
morning by reading basmallah together.’
‘Thank you.’
‘The second agenda is the panel presentations from our good speaker. The panel
presentations and discussions will be moderated by Mr. Rizqo the floor is yours.’
‘Now, ladies and gentlemen this is the time to close our agenda.’
‘Let’s close our agenda in this morning by reading hamdallah together.’
Phonetic Transcription of P17
//gʊd/ /ɑ:ftəʹnu:n/ /leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən//
//ɒnɔ:’rɑ:bl(ə)/ /‘spi:kə/ /dɪ’stɪŋgwɪʃt/ /gԑst/ /ənd/ /ɔ:l/ /ɒv/ /mʌɪ/ /bɪ’lʌvɪd/
/‘ɔ:dɪəns//
//‘wԑlkəm/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /ɒv/ /səʹaʌɪɪti/ /ənd/ /ɪn’vʌɪrənm(ə)nt//
//fə:st/ /ɒv/ /ɔ:Ɩ/ /Ɩεts/ /θaŋk/ /tʊ/ /Allah SWT/ /hu:/ /ʹhaz/ /ʹgɪv(ə)n/ /ʌs/ /ʹmə:sɪs/
/ənd/ /ʹbƖεsɪŋs/ /səʊ/ /wi:/ /kan/ /əʹtεnd/ /ðɪs/ /ʹprəʊgram/ /ɪn/ /ʹhεƖθi/ /kənʹdɪʃ(ə)n/
/wɪðʹaʊt/ /ʹεnɪ/ /ʹprɒbləm//
//ʌɪm/ /Diva/ /ʹhapi/ /ʹwԑlkəm/ /ju:/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /ɑv/ /εdjʊʹkeɪʃ(ə)n/ /seɪ/ /nəʊ/
/tʊ/ /drʌgs//
//ʹnaʊdəɪz/ /wi:/ /fʌɪnd/ /ʹɔƖməʊst/ /ʹpi:p(ə)Ɩ/ /ju:z/ /drʌgs/ /ɪt/ /ɪz/ /ʹvεri/
cxxvi
//leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/ /bɪ’ɔ:/ /wi:/ /stɑ:t/ /aʊə/ /‘prəʊgram/, /ʌɪd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/
/ɪnʹfɔ:m/ /ju:/ /ðə/ /ə’ʤԑndə/ /ɒv/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /tə’deɪ//
//ʹəʊp(ə)nɪŋ//
//prԑz(ə)nʹteɪʃ(ə)ns//
//dɪʹskʌʃ(ə)n//
//kləʊsɪŋ//
//wεƖ/ /ʹhapi/ /ʹɔ:dɪəns/ /ðə/ /fə:st/ /əʹʤεndə/ /ɪz/ /ʹəʊp(ə)nɪŋ/ /Ɩεts/ /ʹəʊp(ə)nɪŋ/ /aʊə/
/əʹʤεndə/ /ðɪs/ /ʹmɔ:nɪŋ/ /bʌɪ/ /ʹrεdɪŋ/ /basmallah/ /təʹgεðə//
//ðə/ /ʹsεk(ə)nd/ /əʹʤεndə/ /ɪz/ /ðə/ /ʹpanəƖ/ /prԑz(ə)nʹteɪʃ(ə)ns/ /frɒm/ /aʊə/ /gʊd/
/ʹspi:kə/ /ðə/ /ʹpanəƖ/ /prԑz(ə)nʹteɪʃ(ə)ns/ /ənd/ /dɪʹskʌʃ(ə)n/ /wɪƖ/ /bɪ/ /ʹmɒd(ə)reɪtɪd/
/bʌɪ/ /Mr.Rizqo/ /ðə/ /fƖɔ:/ /ɪz/ /jɔ:z//
//θaŋk/ /jʊ/ /fɔ:/ /ɔ:l/ /ʹspi:kəs//
//naʊ/ /leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/ /ðɪs/ /ɪz/ /ðə/ /tʌɪm/ /tʊ/ /kƖəʊs/ /aʊə/ /əʹʤεndə//
//lεts/ /kƖəʊs/ /aʊə/ /əʹʤεndə/ /ɪn/ /ðɪs/ /ʹmɔ:nɪŋ/ /bʌɪ/ /ʹrεdɪŋ/ /hamdallah/ /təʹgεðə//
Transcription of P18 Performance Test (Rizqo Syahril Tsani 133221246)
Good morning ladies and gentleman
Honorable speakers, Miss Nunik Maslakhah, distinguished guest and all of my
beloved audiences.
Hello, my name is Rizqo as moderator of our seminar today.
It’s an honor and my greatest pleasure to be the moderator in this seminar.
Welcome to the seminar about “Moslem population on the world”.
cxxvii
Today we will discuss about Moslem population on the world between an other
religion on the world.
Before we begin, I’d like to introduce the speaker. Our speaker today is Miss Nunik
Maslakhah
Thankyou very much for the speech, the inspiring speech, and the great
performance.
Ladies and gentleman, now I’d like to invite the audience to give comments,
suggestion or ask questions to the speaker.
Please raise your hand and tell me your name before you ask questions.
Could you please ask your question briefly and clearly?
Well, miss Nunik Maslakhah could you please give the responses to the questions?
We come to the end of the program
Lades and gentleman, shall we show out appreciation to the presenter with a big
applause.
And thank you to the audience for your participation.
Phonetic Transcription of P18
//gʊd/ /mɔ:nɪŋ/ /leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən//
//ɒnɔ:’rɑ:bl(ə)/ /‘spi:kə/ /mɪs/ /Nunik/ /Maslakhah/ /dɪ’stɪŋgwɪʃt/ /gԑst/ /ənd/ /ɔ:l/
/ɒv/ /mʌɪ/ /bɪ’lʌvɪd/ /‘ɔ:dɪəns//
//həʹƖəʊ/ /mʌɪ/ /neɪm/ /ɪz/ /Rizqo/ /ʌz/ /ʹmɒd(ə)reɪtə:/ /ɒv/ /aʊə/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /tə’deɪ//
//ɪts/ /ən/ /ʹɒnə/ /fɔ:/ /mi:/ /ənd/ /mʌɪ/ /greɪtʹəst/ /ʹpƖεʒə/ /tʊ/ /bɪ/ /ðə/ /ʹmɒdəreɪtə/ /ɒv/
/aʊə/ /sԑmɪnɑ://
cxxviii
//ʹwԑlkəm/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /əʹbaʊt/ /ʹmʊzƖɪm/ /pɒpjʊʹƖeɪʃ(ən)/ /ɒn/ /ðə/ /wə:Ɩd//
//tə’deɪ/ /wɪ/ /wɪƖ/ /dɪʹskʌs/ /əʹbaʊt/ /ʹmʊzƖɪm/ /pɒpjʊʹƖeɪʃ(ən)/ /ɒn/ /ðə/ /wə:Ɩd/
/bɪʹtwi:n/ /əʹnʌðə/ /rɪʹƖɪʤ(ə)n/ /ɒn/ /ðə/ /wə:Ɩd//
//bɪ’ɔ:/ /wi:/ /bɪʹgɪn/ /ʌɪd/ /Ɩʌɪk/ /tʊ/ /ɪntrəʹdju:s/ /ðə/ /ʹspi:kə/ /aʊə/ /ʹspi:kə/ //tə’deɪ/
/ɪz/ /mɪs/ /Nunik/ /Maslakhah//
//θaŋk/ /ju:/ /ʹvεri/ /mʌʧ/ /fɔ:/ /ðə/ /spi:ʧ/ /ðə/ /ɪnʹspʌɪərɪŋ/ /spi:ʧ/ /ənd/ /ðə/ /greɪt/
/pəʹfɔ:m(ə)ns//
//leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/ /naʊ/ /ʌɪd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/ /ɪnʹvʌɪt/ /ðə/ /ʹɔ:dɪəns/ /tʊ/ /gɪv/
/ʹkɒmεnts/ /ɔ:/ /səʹʤεstʃ(ə)ns/ /ɔ:/ /ɑ:sk/ /ʹkwεstʃ(ə)ns/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /spi:kə/
//pli:z/ /reɪz/ /jɔ:/ /hand/ /ənd/ /tεƖ/ /mɪ/ /jɔ:/ /neɪm/ /bɪ’ɔ:/ /ju:/ /ʌsk/ /ʹkwεstʃ(ə)ns/
//kʊd/ /ju:/ /pli:z/ /ʌsk/ /jɔ:z/ /ʹkwεstʃ(ə)ns/ /ʹbri:fƖi/ //ənd/ /ʹklɪəƖi/
//wεƖ/ /mɪs/ /Nunik/ Maslakhah/ /kʊd/ /ju:/ /pƖi:z/ /gɪv/ /ðə/ /rɪʹspɒnseɪs/ /tʊ/ /ðə/
/ʹkwεstʃ(ə)ns/
//wɪ/ /kʌm/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /εnd/ /ɒv/ /ðə/ /ʹprəʊgram//
//leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/ /ʃaƖ/ /wɪ/ /ʃəʊ/ /aʊt/ /əpri:ʃɪʹəɪʃ(ə)n/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /prɪʹzεntə/
/wɪθ/ /ə/ /bɪg/ /əʹpƖɔ:z//
Transcription of P19 Performance Test (Nunik Maslakhah 163221043)
Ladies dan gentlement
Moslem population on the World
In every country there must be a Muslim population even if they are a minority.
Every human being has a religion as a belief as well as a view of life.
cxxix
Humans are born with the same religion as their parents. But when they were
children, humans did not yet understand the function of religion.
They just follow what their parents do in places of worship.
Then, what is religion? How big is the population of religious people in the world?
How many Muslims in the world from year to year? Let's discuss it.
Religion is an organized collection of beliefs, cultural systems, and worldviews.
From their beliefs about the cosmos and human nature, people acquire the morality,
ethics, religious law or preferred lifestyle.
Phonetic Transcription of P19
//leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən//
/ʹmʊzƖɪm/ /pɒpjʊʹƖeɪʃ(ən)/ /ɒn/ /ðə/ /wə:Ɩd//
/ɪn/ /ʹεvri/ /ʹkʌntri/ /ðε:/ /mʌst/ /bɪ/ /ə/ /ʹmʊzƖɪm/ /pɒpjʊʹƖeɪʃ(ən)/ /ʹi:v(ə)n/ /ɪf/ /ðeɪ/
/ɑ:/ /ə/ /mʌɪʹnɒrɪti/
cxxx
/ʹεvri/ /ʹhju:mən/ /ʹbi:ɪŋ/ /hεz/ /ə/ /rɪʹƖɪʤ(ə)n/ /ʌz/ /ə/ /bɪƖɪv/ /ʌz/ /wεƖ/ /ʌz/  /ə/ /vju:/
/ɒv/ /Ɩʌɪf//
//ʹhju:məns/ /ɑ:/ /bɔ:n/ /wɪθ/ /ðə/ /seɪm/ /rɪʹƖɪʤ(ə)n/ /ʌz/ /ðε:/ /ʹpε:r(ə)nt/ /bʌt/ /wεn/
/ðeɪ/ /wə:/ /ʹʧɪƖdrən/ /ʹhju:məns/ /dɪd/ /nɒt/ /jεt/ /ʌndəʹstand/ /ðə/ /ʹfʌŋ(k)ʃ(ə)n/ /ɒv/
/rɪʹƖɪʤ(ə)n//
/ðeɪ/ /ʤʌst/ /ʹfɒƖəʊ/ /wɒt/ /ðε:/ /ʹpε:r(ə)nt/ /dʊ/ /ɪn/ /pƖeɪs/ /ɒv/ /ʹwə:ʃɪp//
//ðεn/ /wɒt/ /ɪz/ /rɪʹƖɪʤ(ə)n/ /haʊ/ /bɪg/ /ɪz/ /ðə/ /pɒpjʊʹƖeɪʃ(ən)/ /ɒv/ /rɪʹƖɪʤəs/
/ʹpi:p(ə)Ɩ/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /wə:Ɩd//
//haʊ/ /ʹmεni/ /ʹmʊzƖɪm/ /ɪn/ /ðə/ /wə:Ɩd/ /frɒm/ /jiə/ /tʊ/ /jiə/ /Ɩεts/ /dɪʹskʌs/ /ɪt//
//rɪʹƖɪʤ(ə)n/ /ɪz/ /ən/ /ʹɔ:gənʌɪzd/ /kəʹƖεkʃ(ə)n/ /ɒv/ /bɪʹƖi:fs/ /ʹkʌƖʧ(ər(ə)Ɩ)/ /ʹsɪstəm/
/ənd/ /wə:Ɩd/ /vju:s/
//frɒm/ /ðε:/ /bɪʹƖi:fs/ /əʹbaʊt/ /ðə/ /ʹkɒzmɒs/ /ənd/ /ʹhju:məns/ /ʹneiʧə/ /ʹpi:p(ə)Ɩ/
/əʹkwʌɪə/ /ðə/ /məʹraƖɪti/ /ʹεθɪks/ /rɪʹƖɪʤəs/  /Ɩɔ:/ /ɔ:/ /prɪʹfə:d/ /ʹƖʌɪfstʌɪƖ//
Transcription of P20 Performance test (Nugraheni Nurul 163221057)
‘Honorable speakers distinguished guest and all of my beloved audiences’
‘It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the seminar of “how to be a good
student”’
cxxxi
‘Ladies and gentlemen, before we proceed to the main program, let me introduce
the agenda’
‘Opening’
‘Presentation’
‘Discussion’
‘Closing’
‘Well, happy audience’
‘Before the panel presentation and discussion started’
‘Let me introduce to you our presenter on this seminar, she is Miss Herlanggita, the
floor is yours’
‘Thank you to Miss Herlanggita, we hope we can got the positive effects from this
seminar’
‘I have to say thanks also to all of the audiences who came to this seminar’
Phonetic Transcription of P20
//hɒnə:’rə:bl(ə)/ /‘spi:kər/ /dɪ’stɪŋgʊwɪʃt/ /gæst/ /ænd/ /ɔ:l/ /ɒv/ /mʌɪ/ /bə’lɒvəd/
/‘ʌu:dɪəns//
cxxxii
//ɪt/ /gɪvs/ /mi:/ /gret/ /‘plԑʃ/ /tʊ/ /‘wԑlkʌm/ /ju:/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /səmɪnɑr/ /ɒv/ /haʊ/ /tʊ/
/bi:/ /ə/ /gʊd/ /‘stu:d(ə)nt//
//lædɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/, /bɪ’fɔ:/ /wɪ/ /prɔ:’si:d/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /meɪn/ /‘prɒgram/, /lԑt/
/mi:/ /ɪntrɒdju:s/ /ðə/ /ʌ’ʤԑndə//
//ʹɒpənɪŋ//
//prԑzənʹteʃəns//
//dɪʹskʌʃən//
//klɔ:sɪŋ//
//wԑl/, /‘hepɪ/ /‘ɔ:dɪəns//
//bɪ’fɔ:/ /ðə/ /‘panԑl/ /prԑzənʹteʃəns/ /ənd/ /dɪʹskʌʃən/ /stɑ:tԑt//
//lԑt/ /mi:/ /ɪntrɒ’dju:s/ /tʊ/ /ju:/ /awə:/ /prɪsԑntə:/ /ɒn/ /ðɪs/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /ʃi:/ /ɪs/ /mɪs/
/hԑrlʌŋgɪtʌ/ /ðə/ /flɔ:/ /ɪs/ /jɔ:z//
//θaŋk/ /ju:/ /tʊ/ /mɪs/ /hԑrlʌŋgɪtʌ/ /wi:/ /hɒp/ /wi:/ /kan/ /gɒt/ /ðə/ /‘pɒzɪtɪf/ /ɪ’fԑkts/
/frɒm/ /ðɪs/ /sԑmɪnɑ://
//ʌɪ/ /hav/ /tʊ/ /seɪ/ /θaŋks/ /ʌlsɒ/ /tʊ/ /ɔ:l/ /ɒv/ /ðə/ /‘ɔ:dɪəns/ /hu:/ /kæm/ /tʊ/ /ðɪs/
/sԑmɪnɑ://
Transcription  P21 Performance test (Rizki Dian Pamungkas 163221067)
‘Good morning everybody’
cxxxiii
‘Thank you for coming to my presentation today’
‘My name is Herlanggita Nourma Gupita, as you know I am the inspirator of
education’
‘In this opportunity to stand up in this seminar’
‘I would like to talk about how to be a good student’
‘Being a good student has more benefits than just getting good grades’
‘It can help you get into the college you want and even obtain a scholarship’
‘I want to share my experience some tips on how to be a good student’
‘Pay attention in class and take notes’
‘Do your homework on time’
‘Develop a long-term study plan’
‘Don’t be afraid to ask for extra help’
Phonetic Transcription of P21
cxxxiv
//gʊd/ /ʹmɔrnɪŋ/ /ʹԑvrɪbɒdi//
//θaŋk/ /ju:/ /fɔ:/ /ʹkʌmɪŋ/ /tʊ/ /mʌɪ/ /prԑzənʹteʃəns/ /tʊʹdeɪ//
//mʌɪ/ /nem/ /ɪz/ /hԑrlʌŋgɪtʌ/ /nɒʊrmʌ/ /gʊpɪtʌ/ /as/ /ju:/ /nɒʊ/ /ʌɪ/ /ԑm/ /ðə/
/ɪnʹspɪrԑt(ə)r/ /ɒv/ /ԑdʊʹkeʃ(ə)n//
//ɪn/ /ðɪs/ /ɒpəʹtu:nɪti/ /tʊ/ /stand/ /ʌp/ /ɪn/ /ðɪs/ /sԑmɪnɑ://
//ʌɪ/ /wʊd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/ /tɔ:k/ /əʹbaʊt/ /hɒʊ/ /tʊ/ /bi:/ /ə/ /gʊd/ /ʹstu:d(ə)nt//
//ʹbi:ɪŋ/ /ə/ /gʊd/ /ʹstu:d(ə)nt/ /haz/ /mɔ:/ /ʹbԑnəfɪt/ /ðan/ /ʤʌst/ /gԑtɪŋ/ /gʊd/ /greɪds//
//ɪt /kan/ /hԑlp/ /ju:/ /gԑt/ /ʹɪntʊ/ /ðə/ /ʹkɒlԑʤ/ /ju:/ /wɒnt/ /ənd/ /ʹi:v(ə)n/ /ɒbʹteɪn/ /ə/
/ʹskɒlɑ:ʃɪp//
//ʌɪ/ /wɒnt/ /tʊ/ /ʃԑ:/ /mʌɪ/ /ԑkʹspԑrɪəns/ /sʌm/ /tɪps/ /ɒn/ /haʊ/ /tʊ/ /bi:/ /ə/ /gʊd/
/ʹstju:d(ə)nt//
//peɪ/ /əʹtԑnʃ(ə)n/ /ɪn/ /klɑ:s/ /ənd/ /tek/ /nɒts//
//du:/ /jɔ:/ /ʹhɒʊmwɒ:k/ /ɒn/ /tʌɪm//
//dԑʹvԑləp/ /ə/ /lɒŋ/ /tə:m/ /ʹstʌdi/ /plan//
//dɔ:nt/ /bi:/ /əʹfreɪd/ /tʊ/ /ɑ:sk/ /fɔ:/ /ʹԑkstra/ /hԑlp//
Transcription of P22 Performance test (Fadel Fadhlurahman Irianto 163221070)
cxxxv
‘Honorable speakers distinguished guest and all of my beloved audiences’
‘Welcome to the seminar of save environment’
‘I’m Dewi Farida happy welcome you to the first seminar of save environment’
‘It gives me great pleasure to welcome to you to the seminar of ways to save
environment’
‘Ladies and gentlemen, before we start our program, I’d like to inform you the
agenda of the seminar today’
‘Opening’
‘Presentation’
‘Discussion’
‘Closing’
‘Well happy audience, the panel presentation and discussion will be presented by
Miss Lia Safitri, time is yours’
‘Thank you for all of speakers’
‘Ladies and gentlemen, I hope you’ve found this morning’s presentation and
discussion information and useful’
cxxxvi
Phonetic Transcription of P22
//hɒnɔ:’rəbl(ə)/ /‘spi:kə/ /dɪ’stɪŋgwɪʃt/ /gԑst/ /ənd/ /ɔ:l/ /ɒv/ /mʌɪ/ /bɪ’lʌvɪd/
/‘ɔ:dɪəns//
//‘wԑlkʌm/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /ɒv/ /seɪv/ /ԑn’vɪrənm(ə)nt//
//ʌɪm/ /ʹdewi/ /fʌrɪdʌ/ /ʹhapi/ /ʹwԑlkʌm/ /ju:/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /fərst/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /ɑv/ /seɪv/
/ԑn’vɪrənm(ə)nt//
//lædɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/ /bɪ’fɔr/ /wi:/ /stɑrt/ /aʊər/ /‘prɒgram/, /ʌɪd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/
/ɪnʹfɔ:m/ /ju:/ /ðə/ /ʌ’ʤԑndʌ/ /ɒv/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /tʊ’deɪ// /
//’ɔ:p(ə)nɪŋ//
//prԑz(ə)n’teɪʃ(ə)ns//
//dɪ’skʌʃ(ə)n//
//kləʊsɪŋ//
//wԑl/, /‘hapi/ /‘ʌʊdɪəns/ /ðə/ /‘pan(ə)l/ /prԑz(ə)n’teɪʃ(ə)ns/ /ənd/ /dɪ’skʌʃ(ə)n/ /wɪl/
/bɪ/ /prɪ’zԑntԑd/ /bʌɪ/  /mɪs/ /lɪʌ/ /sʌfɪtrɪ/ /tʌɪm/ /ɪz/ /jɔ:z//
//θaŋk/ /jʊ/ /fɔ:/ /ɔ:l/ /ʹspi:kəs//
//lædɪz/ /ænd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/, /ʌɪ/ /hɒp/ /jʊ:/ /hav/ /faʊnd/ /ðɪs/ /mɔ:nɪŋs/
/prԑz(ə)n’teʃ(ə)ns/ /ənd/ /dɪ’skʌʃ(ə)n/ /ɪnfɒʹmeʃ(ə)n/ /‘ju:sfʊl//
cxxxvii
Transcription of P23 Performance test (Mella Rusdiyanti Elsa Putri 163221037)
‘Good morning ladies and gentlemen’
‘I’d like to talk about some ways to save our environment’
‘Environment is a part of the earth that includes living things such as humans,
animals and plants and other objects’
‘Moving on to the next section I’ll talk about how we can create an environment
into a good environment’
‘A good environment can be created when there is a balance between living
creatures with one and other things’
‘The development of this innovation is not balanced with the result of what the
innovation result’
‘Now, I’d like to turn to another solutions or ways to save our environment’
‘There are ways to preserve the environment can be done in the following ways’
‘Provide a trash can in an environment’
‘Conducting group on waste is important to do’
‘Use a good waste management system for the environment and household’
‘Reforestation’
‘Perform cleaning of sewers around the house’
cxxxviii
Phonetic Transcription of P23
//gʊd/ /‘mɔ:nɪŋ/ /lӕdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/ /ʌɪd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ//
//tɔ:k/ /ə’baʊt/ /sʌm/ /weɪz/ /tʊ/ /seɪv/ /ʌʊə:/ /εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt//
//εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt/ /ɪz/ /ə/ /pɑ:t/ /ɒv/ /ðə/ /ə:θ/ /ðat/ /ɪn’klu:d/ /‘lɪvɪŋ/ /θɪŋ/ /sʌʧ/ /ʌz/
/‘hju:məns/ /‘anɪm(ə)ls/ /ənd/ /plɑ:nts/ /ənd/ /ʌðə:/ /‘ɒbʤεkts//
//‘mu:vɪŋ/ /ɒn/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /nεkst/ /‘sεkʃən/ /ʌɪl/ /tɔ:k/ /ə’baʊt/ /hɔʊ/ /wɪ/ /kan/ /kri:et/
/ən/ /εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt/ /‘ɪntʊ/ /ə/ /gʊd/ /εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt//
//ə/ /gʊd/ /εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt/ /kan/ /bi:/ /kri:etɪd/ /wεn/ /ðε:/ /ɪz/ /ə/ /‘bӕl(ə)ns/
/bɪ’twi:n/ /‘lɪvɪŋ/ /‘krɪəʧə:/ /wɪð/ /wʌn/ /ənd/ /יʌðə:/ /θɪŋs//
//θə/ /de’vεləpm(ə)nt/ /ɒv/ /ðɪs/ /ɪnɒ’veʃ(ə)n/ /ɪz/ /nɒt/ /‘bӕl(ə)ns/ /wɪð/ /θə/ /rɪ’zəlt/
/ɒv/ /wɒt/ /θə/ /ɪnɒ’veʃ(ə)n/ /rɪ’zəlt//
//naʊ/ /ʌɪd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/ /tə:n/ /tʊ/ /əʹnʌðə:/ /səʹlu:ʃəns/ /ɔ:/ /weɪz/ /tʊ/ /seɪv/ /aʊə:/
/ɪnʹvʌɪrənm(ə)nt//
//ðε:/ /ɑ:/ /weɪz/ /tʊ/ /prɪʹsə:v/ /θə/ /εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt/ /kan/ /bi:/ /dʌn/ /ɪn/ /θə/
/ʹfɒlɒʊɪŋ/ /weɪz/
/prɒʹvʌɪd/ /ə/ /trӕʃ/  /kӕn/ /ɪn/ /ən/ /εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt//
//ʹkɒndʌktɪŋ/ /gru:p/ /ɒn/ /weɪst/ /ɪz/ /ɪmʹpɔ:t(ə)nt/ /tʊ/ /du://
/ju:z/ /ə/ /gʊd/ /weɪst/ /ʹmεnεʤəm(ə)nt/ /ʹsɪstəm/ /fɔ:/ /θə/ /εnʹvɪrənm(ə)nt/ /ənd/
/ʹhaʊshɔ:ld/
/ri:fɒrεʹsteʃ(ə)n/ /ənd/ /pəʹfɔ:m/ /kli:nɪŋ/ /ɒv/ /ʹsu:ə:s/ /əʹraʊnd/ /θə/ /haʊs//
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Transcription of P24 Performance test (Hanifah Durratun Nashihah 163221062)
‘Honorable speakers, distinguished guests and all of my beloved audiences.’
‘I’m Avifatul Chusna happy to welcome you to the Seminar Education Say No to
Drugs.’
‘Nowadays we find almost people use drugs. It is very danger for them, so now we
will discuss about risk of drugs.’
‘Ladies and gentlemen, before we start our program,  I’d like to read you the
arrangement of our seminar’
‘Opening’
‘Presentations’
‘Discussions’
‘Closing ‘
‘Well, happy audience. The first agenda is opening. Let’s open our agenda this
morning by reading basmallah together.’
‘Thank you.’
‘The second agenda is the panel presentations from our three speakers.’
‘The panel presentations and discussions will be moderated by Mrs.Nugraheni
Nurul’
‘Oke for now will be moderated by Mrs. Nugraheni Nurul the floor is yours.’
‘And seminar education will be presented by Mrs. Salma Damayanti’
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Phonetic Transcription of P24
//ɒnɔ:’rɑ:bl(ə)/ /‘spi:kə/ /dɪ’stɪŋgwɪʃt/ /gԑst/ /ənd/ /ɔ:l/ /ɒv/ /mʌɪ/ /bɪ’lʌvɪd/
/‘ɔ:dɪəns//
//ʌɪm/ /Avifatul/ /Chusna/ /ʹhapi/ /ʹwԑlkəm/ /ju:/ /tʊ/ /ðə/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /ɑv/
/εdjʊʹkeɪʃ(ə)n/ /seɪ/ /nəʊ/ /tʊ/ /drʌgs//
//ʹnaʊdəɪz/ /wi:/ /fʌɪnd/ /ʹɔƖməʊst/ /ʹpi:p(ə)Ɩ/ /ju:z/ /drʌgs/ /ɪt/ /ɪz/ /ʹvεri/ /ʹdeɪn(d)ʒə/
/fɔ:/ /ðεm/ /səʊ/ /naʊ/ /wi:/ /wɪƖ/ /dɪʹskʌs/ /əʹbaʊt/ /rɪsk/ /ɒv/ /drʌgs//
//leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/ /bɪ’ɔ:/ /wi:/ /stɑ:t/ /aʊə/ /‘prəʊgram/, /ʌɪd/ /lʌɪk/ /tʊ/
/ɪnʹfɔ:m/ /ju:/ /ðə/ /ə’ʤԑndə/ /ɒv/ /sԑmɪnɑ:/ /tə’deɪ// /
//’əʊp(ə)nɪŋ//
//prԑz(ə)n’teɪʃ(ə)ns//
//dɪ’skʌʃ(ə)n//
//kləʊsɪŋ//
//leɪdɪz/ /ənd/ /dӡԑnt(ə)lmən/, /ʌɪ/ /həʊp/ /jʊ:/ /hav/ /faʊnd/ /ðɪs/ /mɔ:nɪŋs/
/prԑz(ə)n’teɪʃ(ə)ns/ /ənd/ /dɪ’skʌʃ(ə)n/ /ɪnfəʹmeɪʃ(ə)n/ /‘ju:sfʊl//
The researcher did the data transcript hosted by two experts, they are the
Validator as below:
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Validator 1 Validator 2
Adi Nurrohman, S.Pd Farida Nur Khasanah, S.Pd
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Table of Types of Pronunciation Error
No
Partici
pants
Subtitution
Insertion Omission
Intrali
ngual
Interlin
gual
Cross
lingual
Miscella
neous
1 P01 34 24 18 11 6 3
2 P02 26 28 16 11 5 2
3 P03 33 24 17 18 0 0
4 P04 30 16 11 12 3 5
5 P05 18 13 9 6 9 7
6 P06 37 21 16 13 4 2
7 P07 27 19 7 11 1 4
8 P08 29 21 12 7 0 3
9 P09 33 18 22 14 8 4
10 P10 48 39 15 14 12 11
11 P11 41 24 17 13 6 0
12 P12 52 36 21 12 0 0
13 P13 24 32 2 7 5 4
14 P14 63 54 4 19 3 13
15 P15 42 24 21 14 0 0
16 P16 37 21 13 18 15 14
17 P17 67 47 39 24 13 16
18 P18 25 49 31 0 16 15
19 P19 15 26 24 0 32 36
Total of Words 2611
cxliii
20 P20 37 21 16 13 4 2
21 P21 29 21 12 7 0 3
22 P22 48 39 15 14 12 11
23 P23 63 54 4 19 3 13
24 P24 37 21 13 18 15 14
SUM 895 692 375 295 172 182
Average 37.3 28.8 15.6 12.3 7.2 7.6
Precent (%) 34 27 14 11 7 7
